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Introduction

The Instrument Configuration Utility (ICU) is used to configure, activate, calibrate, and monitor 
compatible instruments manufactured by Measurement Specialties. This manual provides 
detailed reference information regarding the operation of the controls available within ICU.

These controls may have limitations due to the program operating mode. ICU provides several
Program Function Settings (selected in About/Setup) which cause ICU to enable the mode
tabs as follows:

Program Function Setting Mode Tabs Enabled
On-Line Configuration Idle mode indicates that ICU is not connected to

any instrument.
Configure mode is designed to allow direct
monitoring and configuring of an instrument
directly attached to the computers COM port. The
application password is required to write application
changes to the instrument. Calibration parameters
may not be changed in this mode. Use this mode
when you want simple and convenient setup of an
instrument that is physically available.
Exit mode causes disconnection from any
instrument (if connected) and termination of the
ICU program.

Create Application File(s) Idle mode indicates that ICU is not connected to
any instrument.
Application mode is used to configure an
instrument that is not physically available but may
be located at another location. This mode generates
files which can be later deployed using Activate
mode. Calibration parameters may not be changed
in this mode. The serial number and application
password for the target instrument must be known
and are part of the file created.
Exit mode causes termination of the ICU program.
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Program Function Setting Mode Tabs Enabled
Activate and/or Load
Application File(s)

Idle mode indicates that ICU is not connected to
any instrument.
Activate mode is used to deploy a configuration file
created in Application mode into an instrument.
The application password in the file must match the
one in the instrument in order for the configuration
to be written to the instrument.
Exit mode causes disconnection from any
instrument (if connected) and termination of the
ICU program.

Calibration Idle mode indicates that ICU is not connected to
any instrument.
Calibrate mode is used for performing calibration
operations and saving calibration results to an
instrument. The instrument's calibration password is
required to prevent unauthorized modification of
calibration data.
Monitor mode can be used to monitor instrument
status and measurements. This mode is useful for
verification of instrument performance after
calibration.
Exit mode causes disconnection from any
instrument (if connected) and termination of the
ICU program.

Receive Telemetry Idle mode indicates that ICU is not connected to
any instrument.
Receive mode is used to monitor and/or acquire
data transmitted by a configured, installed and
activated instrument. In this mode a telemetry
receiver is connected to the computer’s COM port
Exit mode causes termination of the ICU program.

The following pages detail the various features and controls that are available in the different
modes of operation of ICU. The control names are as shown on the forms seen when running
ICU.

It is important to note that the ICU displays and controls will reflect the configuration of any
attached instrument upon program startup. In general, when changes are made, the command
button Write Values to Instrument will be highlighted in yellow to indicate that the currently
displayed settings do not match the attached instrument. Changes are not made to the instrument
until this command button is later clicked. This applies to virtually all changes
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# of Channels Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Main Parameters frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The # of Channels selection is enabled in Configure and Application modes, allowing selection
of the number of processing channels from 1 to 16.

The number of processing channels is separate and unrelated to the number of sensors in an
instrument, although a one-to-one relationship is typical. The number of processing channels
may be changed for a variety of reasons, such as:

1 In instruments which provide built-in analog (DAC) outputs, it may be desired to have
channels corrected for DAC outputs in addition to channels for telemetry. The DAC
output channels might have the DAC Corrected selection enabled (if available) while the
telemetry output channels would not. This would require two processing channels for each
sensor. Note that the analog output channels must always be defined starting at channel 1,
since only the low-number processing channels provide DAC output capability.

2 If multiple-pole filters are desired, additional channels may be added and cascaded with
their Source settings set to another channel, such as CH1, CH2, etc. One processing
channel is thus required per filter pole desired.

3 If any sensor needs to be analyzed with different settings, such as with different ranges
and/or filters, then a channel may be added with its Source set to the same sensor.

Note that there is no impact on overall DSP (scan) rate when the # of Channels selection is 8 or
less. However, when 12 or more channels are selected, the DSP (scan) rate can be affected in
certain instances:

1 The DSP Rate setting of 30kHz is no longer available.

2 If the DSP Rate setting is AUTO, the actual DSP (scan) rate will be slowed
proportionately to the number of channels in excess of 8 (eight).

See the section on DSP Rate for a further discussion of measurement issues.
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About/Setup... Program Function Setting Mode Tab Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✔

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔

* Idle ✔

The About/Setup command button pops-up the dialog box shown below allowing for
configuration of various ICU program options used each time ICU is run. These settings are
saved in a file named ICU.INI located in the ICU program application directory.
The About/Setup dialog box is also automatically displayed whenever the ICU.INI file is
missing (e.g. the first time ICU is run after being newly installed).

See each settings name for detailed information.
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Activate Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Mode selection button On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✘

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✔ ✘

The Activate mode selection button is only available when the Activate and/or Load
Application File(s) program function has been selected in the About/Setup dialog.

Clicking on the Activate mode button causes the Connection process to occur and the ICU
program to enter Activate mode, which allows for the setting of a configuration retrieved from a
file named by the serial number (see Files) to be written to an instrument. 

Clicking on the Activate mode button causes the Connection process to occur and the ICU
program to enter Activate mode. The instrument serial number is read and ICU searches for a
file named based upon it (see Files) with the extension .app located in the data directory. If such
file is found, its contents are read into ICU to prepare for later writing to the instrument, provided
the application password within the file matches the one within the instrument. If an invalid
password is detected, the file is ignored and no settings are changed. If no file is found, the
message below is displayed and Activate mode simply assumes that the current instrument
configuration is correct.

Once in Activate mode, the operator may monitor basic instrument operation or make changes to
the limited number of  fields, such as FM Transmitter Powered or Carrier Freq (MHz)
settings (if they apply to the instrument). The new configuration may then be written to the
instrument without requiring the application password to be entered.

Configuration files used in Activate mode are normally generated using Application mode.

The following page shows typical screens displayed from Activate mode.
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An example of the main form in Activate mode is as follows:

Clicking on any channel tab changes the menus, for example, to the following:

When any individual channel tab is selected, the stripchart shows only that channel.
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Advanced Features Mode Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Program Option On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✔

ICU.INI file Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Advanced Features Mode is a program mode of operation that adds certain specialized or
diagnostic features to be available in ICU. This mode can only be enabled by manually editing
the ICU.INI file (in the application program directory) to include the following line: 

adv_features_enab = 1

Whenever any of the setup parameters are modified via the About/Setup... dialog, this setting is
removed and must be again manually set. This mode of operation is intentionally difficult to set
and self-clearing because the features enabled are normally not required or can affect instrument
calibration.

The features made available in this mode are as follows:

1 Adds Aux Pin selections of OUT HIGH and OUT LOW.

2 Adds DAC Enable checkbox when instrument supports analog outputs.

3 Adds DSP Rate list box.

4 Enables logging of  error when process priority cannot be set (non-critical).

5 When Reports for Application settings is selected, the report generated will include a
byte-for-byte comparison of a changed data record.

6 Adds Set Factory Defaults command button.

7 Adds Telemetry Enable checkbox.

8 Allows override of write inhibit when battery voltage is too low (see Battery Monitor)..
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Application Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Mode selection button On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✘

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✔

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✔ ✘

The Application mode selection button is only available when the Create Application File(s)
program function has been selected in the About/Setup dialog.

Clicking on the Application mode selection button when a valid COM Port has been defined
causes the Connection process to occur so that ICU may obtain a default configuration upon
startup, then the ICU program enters Application mode. If either the COM Port setting is
<NONE> or no instrument is found, the default configuration will be obtained from the file
specified as Default Instrument. If the Default Instrument setting is <NONE>, then built-in
program defaults are used.

If Application mode is to be used as a totally off-line mode, it is desirable to set the COM Port
setting to <NONE> and the Default Instrument setting to the type of instrument intended to be
configured.

When writing files, the user will be prompted to enter the application password that matches the
target instrument. Any password will be accepted during file writing, but the password must
match the one inside the instrument if the file is later to be used with Activate mode.

The following page shows typical screens displayed from Application mode.
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An example of the main form in Application mode is as follows:

Clicking on any channel tab changes the menus, for example, to the following:
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Application Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Checkbox On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✘

Reports form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✔ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Application checkbox is available on the Reports form to add the instrument application
settings data to the report, an example of which is as follows:

The first portion of the Application report lists parameters that are written into an application
memory within the instrument. These Instrument Non-volatile Memory Application Settings are
as indicated in the following table:
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Application Report - Application Settings Section

App Date Date or most recent change to application settings

App Notes Notes setting that was specified at most recent calibration
(see Notes).

User Units User-specified units that are available as stored within the
instrument (see Channel Units for parameter details).

Telemetry Settings Specifies the number of bits (n) configured for each of the
non-channel telemetry data components in a
comma-separated format as follows:

     SYNC/n          - the synchronization pattern used for

NRZ-L, BIPHASE-L, RNRZ-L,

RBIPHASE-L, RS-485 encoding per   

the IRIG-106-01 specification

     FCTR/n           - the frame counter

     CRC/n             - the cyclic redundancy check code

     SN/n - the serial number identifier
     PAD/n              - the pad bits
     CCTR/n           - the commutation counter (if needed

when subcommutation is used)

This also indicates Supercommutaion

(SUP, SU+, S*2, etc.)

     UNITID/name  -the TMATS instrument identifier

         to prefix all channel names

A setting of zero bits indicates the field has been disabled
and is not included in telemetry frames. When name is null,
then no characters will prefix channel names.

Ch (Output) Specifies the output channel for which the settings apply.

Name (Output) Specifies the assigned output channel name (see
Channel Name).

Units (Output) Specifies the assigned output channel engineering units (see
Channel Units).

Fmt (Output) Specifies the output channel display format in the form
n.m, where n is the number of digits before the decimal
point and m is the number after (see Display Format).

Gain (Output) Specifies the output gain for converting output data counts
to engineering units. Specified in output counts per Unit
(see Gain).
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Application Report - Application Settings Section

Offset (Output) Specifies the output offset for converting output data counts
to engineering units. Specified as the number of counts
corresponding to zero engineering units (see Offset).

Flg (Output) Byte value represented as a two-digit hexadecimal value  
specifying special attributes (if any) defined for the
channel:

   Bit 0 = output is DAC corrected (see DAC Corrected)

Wd (Output) Specifies the telemetry word position for encoding the
channel in the output data stream assuming all prior word
positions are filled, i.e. word positions are reduced when
there are prior word positions that are vacant. (See
Telemetry Word Position).

Sz (Output) Specifies the telemetry word size for encoding the channel
in the output data stream. (See Telemetry Word Bits).

The second portion of the Application report includes additional parameters that reside in the
start-up memory configuration of the instrument once settings have been written to the
instrument. The parameters listed, however, represent the current PC settings, and may or may
not  have been written to the instrument. These Complete Application PC Settings include the
following additional parameters (if not found in the preceding list):

Application Report - Complete Application PC Settings Section

App CRC Specifies a cyclic redundancy check applied to the 
characters in the subsequent data report to be used to ensure 
the report has not been modified (reports may be sent to 
Measurement Specialties for checking validation).

App Date Date or most recent change to application settings

App Notes Notes setting that was specified at most recent calibration
(see Notes).

Telemetry Delay Specifies the length of time the telemetry is delayed before
transmission. Only available on some instruments.

Min ICU Specifies the minimum revision level of ICU needed for 
this instrument. Measurement Specialties recommends 
always using the latest version of ICU.

Carrier MHz Specifies the selected carrier frequency for the FM
transmitter (when available for instrument).
(See Carrier Freq).

Tx Power Specifies whether the FM transmitter will be powered
automatically when the instrument is turned ON.

See FM Transmitter Powered.

PCM b/s Specifies the configured telemetry bit rate (see Bit Rate).
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Application Report - Complete Application PC Settings Section

PCM enabled Indicates whether the instrument telemetry is enabled
(see Telemetry Enable).

PCM CRC Bits Specifies the number of bits of cyclic redundancy checking
(CRC) data to be included in each telemetry frame (zero if
no CRC). This field duplicates information in Telemetry
Settings (see CRC).

PCM FCTR Bits Specifies the number of bits for frame counter data to be
included in each telemetry frame (zero if no frame counter).
This field duplicates information in Telemetry Settings
(see Frame ID).

PCM CCTR Bits Specifies the number of bits for commutation counter data
to be included in each telemetry frame when
sub-commutation is required. Also indicates the mode
when Supercommutation is selected, This field duplicates
information in Telemetry Settings (see Comm ID).

TMATS Unit ID Specifies the TMATS instrument identifier to prefix all
channel names.  This field duplicates information in
Telemetry Settings (see TMATS ID).

PCM S/N Bits Specifies the number of bits for serial number data to be
included in each telemetry frame (zero if no serial number
word). This field duplicates information in Telemetry
Settings (see S/N).

PCM Pad Bits Specifies the number of bits for padded zeros to be
included in each telemetry frame (zero if no padding). This
field duplicates information in Telemetry Settings
(see Pad).

PCM SYNC bits Specifies the number of bits of synchronization data to be
included in each telemetry frame used for NRZ-L,
BIPHASE-L, RNRZ-L,  RBIPHASE-L, and RS-485
encoding per the IRIG-106-01 specification. This field
duplicates information in Telemetry Settings (see Sync).

PCM Encoding Specifies the telemetry encoding format (see Encoding)

S/W Self-Test Specifies whether the software self test has been activated.
This setting should be False when instrument is in normal
use (see Assert Self-Test).

Aux Mode Specifies the usage of the aux pin (see Aux Pin).

DAC Enable Specifies if DAC outputs are enabled (see DAC Enable)

DSP Rate Specifies configured DSP Rate (see DSP Rate)

DSP Enable Specifies if DSP is enabled (should always be True)
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Application Report - Complete Application PC Settings Section

PCM Def Specifies the overall composition of each telemetery output
frame as a list of comma-separated values each as follows:

     <item>:<word>[:<word>]/<bits>
where:

     <item> = data item(s) to be output:

CCTR = sub-commutation counter

CRC    = cyclic redundancy check

FCTR  = minor frame counter

PAD    = pad bits

SN       = serial number of instrument   

SYNC = synchronization pattern

           single number = channel number

           two or more numbers separated by spaces =

            sub-commutated channel number

     <word> =  list of telemetry word slots that this item
occurs

     <bits> = number of bits output for <item>
This information is also included in numerous other places
including telemetry and TMATS reports, but the PCM def  
representation is the most concise.

2bScript This is the hexadecimal listing of the 2bScript. This Script 
is programmed by Measurement Specialties at the time of 
manufacture.
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The following items are listed in the Output table:

Application Report - Complete Application PC Settings Section - Outputs

Ch # (Output) Sequential channel number

Src (Output) Specifies the polarity and data source for a channel. A
preceding minus sign indicates am inverted source, while a
plus-sign indicates non-inverted. (See Invert and Source
settings).

Name (Output) Specifies the assigned output name for the channel, which
may be different than the Src. The actual name on a
TMATS report will be this name prefixed by an optional
TMATS ID. (See Channel Name and  TMATS ID).

Units (Output) Specifies the units selected for output. See Channel Units.

Fmt (Output) Specifies the output format specifier for reports and
displays generated by ICU. (See Display Format).

Filter (Output) Specifies the cutoff for the output low-pass filter for a
channel, specified in Hertz. (See Filter 3dB Cutoff).

Gain (Output) Specifies the channel gain in engineering units per output
count.

Offset (Output) Specifies the channel offset counts when at zero
engineering units.

RCAL (Output) Specifies the hexadecimal representation of the simulated
input value for the RCAL value desired. See the RCAL
Outputs table for actual expected channel output value.
See RCAL Value.

Flg (Output) Byte value represented as a two-digit hexadecimal value  
specifying special attributes (if any) defined for the
channel:

   Bit 0 = output is DAC corrected (see DAC Corrected)

Wd (Output) Specifies the telemetry word position for encoding the
channel in the output data stream assuming all prior word
positions are filled, i.e. word positions are reduced when
there are prior word positions that are vacant. (See
Telemetry Word Position).

Sz (Output) Specifies the telemetry word size for encoding the channel
in the output data stream. (See Telemetry Word Bits).
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The following are listed in the Range Limits table:

Application Report - Complete Application PC Settings Section - Range Limits

Ch # (Range Limits) Sequential channel number

Name (Range Limits) Specifies the assigned output name for the channel, for
reference and matching to other tables. The actual name on
a TMATS report will be this name prefixed by an optional
TMATS ID. (See Channel Name and  TMATS ID).

Units (Range Limits) Specifies the units selected for output for reference and
matching to other tables. See Channel Units.

Lower (Range Limits) Specifies the minimum output value to be expected,
typically due to sensor limit.

Upper (Range Limits) Specifies the maximum output value to be expected,
typically due to sensor limit.

Cause of Limit
(Range Limits)

Specifies the reason(s) if range limits are inside those
theoretically possible by the binary output codes. This field
will be blank if all output codes are available without
sensor or other DSP restrictions.

The following are listed in the RCAL Outputs table:

Application Report - Complete Application PC Settings Section - RCAL Outputs

Ch # (RCAL Outputs) Sequential channel number

Name
(RCAL Outputs)

Specifies the assigned output name for the channel, for
reference and matching to other tables. The actual name on
a TMATS report will be this name prefixed by an optional
TMATS ID. (See Channel Name and  TMATS ID).

Units (RCAL Outputs) Specifies the units selected for output for reference and
matching to other tables. See Channel Units.

Programmed
(RCAL Outputs)

Specifies the programmed RCAL simulated input value for
channel in engineering units. Simulation values may be any
value even if outside the channel output range (See RCAL
Value).

Actual
(RCAL Outputs)

Specifies the actual RCAL output value to be expected for
channel in engineering units, which may be different than
the programmed value due to clipping caused by output
range limits. (See RCAL Value).

Hex (RCAL Outputs) Specifies the actual RCAL output value to be expected for
channel in hexadecimal counts that will result from the
Programmed input, also clipped as noted for the Actual
output.
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The following are listed in the DAC Output Engineering Units Conversions table which is
included only for instruments with DAC outputs:

Application Report - Complete Application PC Settings Section
DAC Output Engineering Units Conversions

Ch # Number of channels with DAC hardware

Gain (Volts/EU) Specifies the sensitivity for interpreting the DAC output for
the channel. EU indicates engineering units such as g, °C,
°/sec, mmHg, etc. To convert an output voltage (v) to
engineering units, use Gain and Offset values listed in the
following formula:

     EU = (v - Offset) / Gain

Offset (Volts) Specifies the theoretical voltage offset to be seen at the
output when representing zero EU.  EU indicates
engineering units such as g, °C, °/sec, mmHg, etc. See
Gain description above for conversion formula.

Eng Units Specifies the engineering units used for the channel, such
as g, °C, °/sec, mmHg, etc.
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Assert RCAL Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Checkbox On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Assert RCAL checkbox is available only in Configure mode to allow software control of
the RCAL function of an instrument. The Assert RCAL checkbox is available only when the
connected instrument supports this software RCAL activation feature. Control of the instrument
occurs immediately when the checkbox is changed. The assertion of RCAL overrides the self-test
function (see Assert Self-Test and Aux Pin) if activated simultaneously.

When active, each channel input is set to a fixed value which causes the channel output specified
by the RCAL Value. In this way, the Assert RCAL function provides a known simulation
capability which is useful for system verification functions such as verifying telemetry reception,
but may also be useful for other purposes such as channel identification.

The software RCAL is logically OR'ed with the hardware RCAL occurring if the Aux Pin
function is set to IN RCAL-L and the Aux pin is brought to a logic "0" voltage. Thus, it is
possible for one input to mask the effects of the other. This should be investigated if no apparent
change is observed when asserting one of the RCAL sources.

If Assert RCAL is left enabled when clicking Write Values to Instrument, a warning message
is displayed to the operator. Leaving the control enabled will result in an apparent non-functional
instrument where all channels output fixed values. In Application mode, whenever an
instrument (during default initialization) has the Assert RCAL setting enabled, a warning will be
logged and the setting will remain disabled.
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Assert Self-Test Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Checkbox On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Assert Self-Test checkbox is available only in Configure mode to allow software control of
the self-test function of an instrument. Control of the instrument occurs immediately when the
checkbox is changed.

When Assert Self-Test is enabled, a hardware signal is sent to all acceleration and rate sensors
inside an instrument causing each signal output to change as specified in the instrument's
specifications. This results in a step change in the sensor outputs allowing for verification of
sensor operation as well as A/D and signal processing subsystems.

The software self-test is logically OR'ed with the hardware self-test occurring if the Aux Pin
function is set to IN ST-L and the Aux pin is brought to a logic "0" voltage. Thus, it is possible
for one input to mask the effects of the other. This should be investigated if no apparent change
is observed when asserting one of the self-test sources.

If Assert Self-Test is left enabled when clicking Write Values to Instrument, a warning
message is displayed to the operator. Leaving the control enabled will result in an apparent offset
for all acceleration and rate sensors inside the instrument. In Application mode, whenever an
instrument (during default initialization) has the Assert Self-Test setting enabled, a warning will
be logged and the setting will remain disabled.
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Aux Pin Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Main Parameters frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Aux Pin list box allows selection of the function that the Aux pin will perform. The
selections available in the drop-down list are as follows:

1 IN ST-L : this selection sets the Aux pin to serve as an input pin causing sensors
supporting self-test to enter their self-test modes when a logic low is applied to the pin.
Since the Aux pin has an internal pull-up resistor, the pin can be left unconnected or a
simple external switch to ground can be used for activation.

2 IN RCAL-L : this selection sets the Aux pin to serve as an input pin causing all channel
inputs to be switched to their digitally simulated RCAL Value settings when a logic low
is applied to the pin. Since the Aux pin has an internal pull-up resistor, the pin can be left
unconnected or a simple external switch to ground can be used for activation.

3 IN TRIG-L : this selection is available only for certain instruments supporting this
feature. Selecting this option sets the Aux pin to act as an input which triggers one set of
readings to be transferred to the instrument's output buffer each time a high to low
transition occurs. Using switches or relays to control the Aux pin in this mode is not
advised, as contact bounce is likely to make reading triggers indeterminate.

4 OUT TELEM : this selection is available only on certain instruments supporting this
feature. Selecting this option sets the Aux pin to be a CMOS compatible output (0 to 5V)
which will output a continuous data stream of telemetry data according to the programmed
telemetry settings.

5 OUT HIGH -  Selecting this option sets the Aux pin to be a CMOS-compatible output (0
to 5V) which will output a continuous logic "1" value.

6 OUT LOW - Selecting this option sets the Aux pin to be a CMOS-compatible output (0
to 5V) which will output a continuous logic "0" value.
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Average n Samples Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Average n Samples command button begins a process of acquiring and averaging the
number n samples as specified. The number n is specified by the Readings per Measurement
setting that may be changed using About/Setup. The purpose of averaging is to provide well
filtered measurements of static or quasi-static stimuli to get the highest accuracy and noise
rejection.

When in Calibrate mode, the averaged result is returned to the Cal Measurements log for later
regression analysis used to set the channel calibration coefficients.

In Configure mode, the averaged result is displayed to the log at the bottom of the screen, but
may also be returned to a Units Conversion Measurements log whenever user units
conversions are in-effect for a channel. Like Calibrate mode, these measurements may be used
for later regression analysis and adjustment of user units conversions (see Channel Units).
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Battery Monitor Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Checkbox On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Battery Monitor checkbox is available for instruments with built-in batteries to provide
monitoring of approximate battery capacity. In order for battery monitoring to operate, the ICU
software tries to locate the first channel that is sourced by a sensor of type VB. (voltage from
battery sensor). If such a channel is found, then the battery monitoring is available. When the
battery capacity falls below 30% capacity, the battery monitor will automatically be enabled and
cannot be turned off.

Clicking this checkbox will bring up a small battery monitor window which displays the battery
voltage and estimated remaining capacity in different colors as follows:

The battery monitoring thresholds are as follows:

1 Above 30% capacity, displays black text.

2 At 20-30% capacity, displays orange text.

3 At 10-20% capacity, displays red text.

4 Below 10% capacity, displays blinking red/yellow text and all nonvolatile memory writes
are inhibited in order to prevent possible data corruption.
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Begin Reception Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✘

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Begin Reception command button initiates decoding the signal coming from the receiver
attached to the PC com port. If the Store Data check box is checked the user is prompted for
approval and given the name of the file where the data will be stored.

If the telemetry Encoding is set to RS-485, ICU will automatically begin decoding, optionally
storing to disk, and displaying sub-sampled data in real-time. The telemetry Bit Rate along with
each channel's Telemetry Word Position and Telemetry Word Bits settings determines the
data acquisition frame rate as shown by the telemetry Frames/sec display. 

Once started, data is continuously acquired from the instrument and written to a binary file (.bin)
named with the instrument's serial number stored in the data directory. A progress bar is
displayed to remind the operator that the acquisition operation is ongoing. The command button
label changes to Stop Reception, allowing for termination of the acquisition operation. After
termination, the button again changes to Data Convert Abort, allowing the operator to terminate
the processing of binary data into hexadecimal (.hex) and delimited text (.text) files that can
more easily be used by other post-processing programs.

For ICU high-speed acquisition, Bit Rate settings correspond to port baud rate settings, except
for rates above 115k baud which require special RS-485 cards (see Bit Rate documentation).

During ICU high-speed acquisition, errors detected in the incoming data stream are reported to
the log window. The user may change to different channel pages to view different data. It must
be remembered that displayed data and associated error checking are only performed on
sub-sampled data during the real-time acquisition. Since all data is stored into the binary file,
complete error checking is performed during post-processing where the .hex and .txt files are
generated.
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Bit Rate Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Telemetry Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Bit Rate list box allows selection of the data bit frequency that will be used for telemetry
output to the following:

1 FM transmitter (when included in an instrument).

2 Aux pin when OUT TELEM is selected for the Aux Pin function.

3 Instrument's RS-485 interface when High Speed Acquire is clicked.

When SI instruments have built-in FM transmitters and the Encoding selection is NRZ-L,
BIPHASE-L, RNRZ-L, or RBIPHASE-L, the Bit Rate selections available in the drop-down
list include all available rates less than or equal to the bit rate supported by the FM transmitter
(see the FM Tx Bit Rate entry in the manufacturing report).  These instruments include an IRIG
compatible 6-pole Bessel low-pass premodulation filter to prevent the transmitter from using
excess RF spectrum. Reducing the Bit Rate to lower settings is fully functional, but the RF
spectrum used is greater than if the proper IRIG compatible premodulation filter were employed
(see Appendix A Section 5 of the IRIG-106-01 specification for a more in-depth discussion of
bandwidth issues). Increasing the Bit Rate to settings greater than the transmitter specification is
not allowed as this would increase the bit error rate due to premodulation filter attenuation. The
restrictions on the bit rate selections are thus as follows:

1 For encoding formats of NRZ-L and RNRZ-L, a Bit Rate less than or equal to the
transmitter bit rate is enforced.

2 For encoding formats of BIPHASE-L and RBIPHASE-L, a Bit Rate less than or equal
to half the transmitter bit rate is enforced. This is due to the fact that bi-phase signals can
have twice the frequency for the same bit rate.

When no transmitter is included in the instrument, all rates are available and it is the system
integrator's responsibility to ensure that the above restrictions are met using an external
transmitter.

When the Encoding selection is RS-485, the selections available in the Bit Rate drop-down list 
include rates above 14400 baud that are available on a standard personal computer COM port 
along with rates above 115.2k which can be obtained using special RS-485 cards (call 
Measurement Specialties for details).

Bit Rate settings are accurate and stable to within ±100ppm (0.01%) inclusive of calibration
tolerance at 25°C, operating temperature range  (-40 to +85°C), input voltage change, load
change, aging, shock and vibration.
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Calculate Input Sensor Cal Values Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Cal Measurements frame Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Calculate Input Sensor Cal Values causes a regression analysis to be performed on the
measurement pairs in the Cal Measurements text box and the resulting gain and offset values
are set into the Gain (Input Sensor) and Offset (Input Sensor) text boxes.

When the measurement pairs do not allow gain to be calculated, then only the offset is changed.
This occurs, for example, when only one data pair is acquired, or when all data pairs are acquired
at the same stimulus value.

The Calculate Input Sensor Cal Values button will be highlighted in yellow when the current
gain or offset values do not match what would be calculated if the button were clicked. If the
values do match, then the button is not highlighted.
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Calculate Units Conversion Values Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Units Conversion Meas frame Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Calculate Units Conversion Values causes a regression analysis to be performed on the
measurement pairs in the Units Conversion Measurements text box and the resulting gain and
offset values are adjusted in the user units configuration (as called up via the Channel Units
command button).

When the measurement pairs do not allow gain to be calculated, then only the offset is changed.
This occurs, for example, when only one data pair is acquired, or when all data pairs are acquired
at the same stimulus value.

The Calculate Units Conversion Values button will be highlighted in yellow when the current
gain or offset units conversion values would need to be changed. If no change is indicated, then
the button is not highlighted.
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Calibrate Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Mode selection button On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✘

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✔ ✘

The Calibrate mode selection button is only available when the Calibration program function
has been selected in the About/Setup dialog.

When in Idle mode, clicking on the Calibrate mode selection button causes the Connection
process to occur and the ICU program to enter Calibrate mode. When in Monitor mode, the
current instrument connection is simply retained. In either case, all channels of the instrument are
set to unity gain with no offset to allow for subsequent calibration measurements to be
performed. In Calibrate mode, the stripchart and other displays will not show engineering units
indicating the fact that channels are uncalibrated.

The Calibrate mode allows for calibrating of one or more sensor channels of an instrument and
saving the resulting calibration settings within the instrument. After calibration is complete, an
operator may verify the calibration by switching to Monitor mode.

After calibration measurements are performed, the operator needs to write calibration settings to
the instrument, which requires that the operator enter the calibration password stored within the
instrument. If this password is not known, instrument calibration settings cannot be modified.

The following page shows typical screens displayed from Calibrate mode.
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An example of the main form in Calibrate mode is as follows:

Clicking on any channel tab changes the menus, for example, to the following:

When any individual channel tab is selected, the stripchart shows only that channel.
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Calibration Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Checkbox On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✘

Reports form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✔ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Calibration checkbox is available on the Reports form to add the instrument calibration
data to the report, an example of which is as follows:
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The items on the Calibration report are as follows. The abbreviation ADC refers to input
conversions via an analog to digital converter, while DAC refers to output conversions via a
digital to analog converter.

Calibration Report - General Items

Cal Date Date of most recent calibration of any instrument channel

Cal Oper Operator setting that was specified at most recent
calibration (see Calibration Operator)

Cal Temp Temperature setting that was specified at most recent
calibration (see Calibration Temperature).

Cal Mode Mode of operation of ICU program when calibration record
was written. This will almost always be Calibrate, but may
possibly be Configure if Set Factory Defaults invoked.

Cal DSP Rate DSP Rate used for most recent calibration (see DSP Rate)

Calibration Report - Sensor Calibration Items (Inputs)

Src Specifies the input source corresponding to the sensor/ADC
for which the calibration data applies. This is the same as
Sensor Mux in the manufacturing report.

Gain Specifies the combined sensor/ADC gain for converting
input engineering units to ADC counts. Specified in ADC
counts per Unit. 

Offset Specifies the combined sensor/ADC offset for converting
input engineering units to ADC counts. Specified in ADC
counts. 

Cal Count Specifies the number of times the sensor/ADC has been
calibrated. This value is normally 1 when instrument has
been factory calibrated and is incremented each time
calibration data changing the sensor calibration is written to
the instrument.

Units Specifies the units that were used to perform the calibration
on the sensor/ADC.

Calibration Report - DAC Calibration Items (Outputs) - When Available

Ch For instruments that have analog outputs, specifies the
channel for which the DAC output is assigned.

Gain For instruments that have analog outputs, specifies the
DAC gain in DAC counts per volt.

Offset For instruments that have analog outputs, specifies the
DAC offset for producing a zero voltage output, specified
in DAC counts. This value may be positive or negative.
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Calibration Report - Sensor Alignment Data - When Available

Src Specifies the input source corresponding to the sensor/ADC
for which the calibration data applies. This is the same as
Sensor Mux in the manufacturing report.

Axis 1 to 3 The  sensitivty of this sensor along each axis, normalized to
the magnitude. 
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Calibration Date Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✘

Main form/Main tab/Notes Frame Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Calibration Date text box is a non-modifiable field that is automatically set to the current
data and time by ICU whenever the calibration settings of an instrument are written. The field is
used only for record-keeping purposes.

Since this field is set using the clock within the attached personal computer, the accuracy of the
personal computer clock should be verified periodically.
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Calibration Operator Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✘

Main form/Main tab/Notes Frame Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Calibration Operator text box is simply an annotation field that is stored within the
instrument for record keeping purposes.

This field has no fixed length limit, although one byte of nonvolatile application memory is
required for each character entered. On certain instruments with more limited memory, it may be
possible to overflow the instrument memory, in which case the change will be aborted and the
operator will be alerted.
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Calibration Script File Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Drop-down list On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✘

About/Setup form Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✔ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✔ ✘

The Calibration Script File setting specifies the calibration scripting file that will be used when
the Run Calibration Script button is clicked when a single channel is selected in Calibrate
mode. The list includes <none> along with all files with an extension of .SCR found in the ICU
application directory. Selecting <none> causes the Run Calibration Script button to be
disabled (grayed).

Calibration script files are interpreted programs that allow for automation of calibration 
procedures by providing the ability to interact with an operator via the presentation of images, 
notes, and queries and allowing for carefully controlled step-by-step execution of calibration 
procedures. Scripts can be customer-developed or supplied by Measurement Specialties. 
Contact Measurement Specialties for details.
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Calibration Temperature Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✘

Main form/Main tab/Notes Frame Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Calibration Temperature text box is simply an annotation field that is stored within the
instrument for record keeping purposes. As the label implies, it is intended for calibration
temperature annotation, but other information may be included as needed.

This field has no fixed length limit, although one byte of nonvolatile application memory is
required for each character entered. On certain instruments with more limited memory, it may be
possible to overflow the instrument memory, in which case the change will be aborted and the
operator will be alerted.
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Cal Measurements Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Cal Measurements frame Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✔

Popup menu Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Cal Measurements text box can be used to enter a series of measurement pairs in the
comma-separated format for the purpose of later allowing ICU to perform a regression analysis
for the purpose of extracting the sensor's calibration coefficients. The pairs are as follows:

<stimulus>, <measurement>

where:

<stimulus>    = a known NIST-traceable applied stimulus
specified in channel output units

<measurement> = measurement at applied stimulus value
specified in ADC counts 

As many measurement pairs as desired can be entered into this text box, with as many duplicate
stimulus values as desired. If only one stimulus point is tested, however, then the gain calibration
coefficient cannot be calculated and only the offset is adjusted.

This text box may have its contents manually entered or edited, however, measurement pairs are
normally added to this box by clicking the Average n Samples button after applying and
specifying a stimulus value in the Stimulus entry box.

Right clicking on the Cal Measurements caption pops up a menu that provides access to other
sensor data such as alignment data for triaxial accelerometer.
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Carrier Freq (MHz) Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Telemetry Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Carrier Freq (MHz) list box allows selection of the carrier frequency for the FM 
transmitter used for telemetry. The listed frequency selections automatically take into account the 
transmitter channel spacing and transmission band (e.g. L-band, lower S-band, etc.) provided by 
the transmitter installed inside the instrument. Since there are numerous transmitter options, 
please contact Measurement Specialties if there are any questions.

The RF bandwidth used by the transmitter is determined primarily by the Bit Rate of the data
stream.
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Channel Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Tab Selection On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Output Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✔ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Channel tab selection allows selection between the main settings and any individual channel
settings page. Clicking with the left mouse button on any channel will cause that channel's
settings to be displayed.
 Clicking with the right mouse button displays a pop-up menu.  Selections allowing the channel
to be moved right or left for rearrangement of channels into any order. The trace color on the
realtime stripchart can also be customized, and reset  to default colors. The custom color
selections are stored on the users PC, and not in the instrument or .App file.
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Channel Name Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Output Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Channel Name text box is used to specify a logical name for a channel. This name may be
of any length, but names with only 2 or 3 characters are best for keeping the reports concise and
straightforward.

The following limitations are enforced on channel names:

1 Commas are removed.

2 Forward slashes ("/") are removed.

3 Leading and trailing spaces are removed.

4 Names may not be set to SYNC, CCTR, FCTR, SN, PAD, or CRC. This would cause
potential confusion with predefined telemetry names.

5 Names may not duplicate another channel's name.

6 Names may not be blank.
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Channel Units Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Combo box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Output Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Channel Units combo box allows setting of the output units for a channel. If the channel is
later calibrated, the setting will become the calibration units after calibration values are written
into the instrument.

The selections available in the drop-down list are as follows:

1 Units implied by the current Channel Units setting. For example, if m/s2 is currently
selected, then all acceleration units are listed as well as any units linked to acceleration
units by user units definitions (see Channel Units text box).

2 Units implied by the current calibration units. For example, if °/s is the current calibration
units, then all angular rate units are listed as well as any units linked to angular rate units
by user units definitions (see Channel Units text box).

3 Units associated with the actual sensor source. If a channel's source is another channel,
then the actual sensor source is the same as for the other channel. For example, if a the
actual sensor source is A1 (accelerometer 1), then all acceleration units are listed as well
as any units linked to acceleration units by user units definitions (see Channel Units text
box).

4 If the Channel Units text is cleared before clicking on the drop-down control, then all
units are listed.

Normally, the sensor types for the output, calibration, and actual source are all the same, so the
drop-down will logically list only the units types available via mathematical conversion using the
coefficients from the units table. All units table coefficients built-in to ICU are derived from
NIST Special Publication 811 - 1995 Edition.

When new units are selected from within the group of units associated or linked to the current
calibration units, ICU will automatically adjust all channel settings to make the new units take
effect.

When new units are selected/entered that are outside the group of units associated or linked to the
current calibration units, then units conversions cannot be performed. In this case, ICU will show
a dialog box to ask if a default temporary units conversion entry is to be automatically added to
the user-defined units conversions (see Channel Units command button). The conversion that
will be added will simply provide mathematical equality between the newly selected units and
those previously existing. Automatic units conversions entries inserted by ICU are only
intended to be temporary; the operator must subsequently modify these to make the new
units conversions valid (see Channel Units text box and Units Conversion Measurements).
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Channel Units Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Output Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Channel Units command button is visible and enabled only in Configure and Application
modes. Clicking this button will pop-up the Channel Units dialog which allows for specifying
additional user-defined units or linkages between units that will be stored within the instrument
(see Channel Units text box).
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Channel Units Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Channel Units dialog form Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Channel Units text box is part of the channel units dialog. Each line contains one
user-defined units definition in the following comma-separated format:

<sensor>, <units_id>, <gain>, <offset>, <format/link>

where:
<sensor> Up to three characters specifying a general or specific sensor  for

which the units conversion applies. Characters are:

1 Specifies an input sensor type for which the conversion applies.

2 Optional. Specifies an originating sensor type for which the
conversion is restricted. This must always be different from the
input sensor type.

3 Optional. Specifies an originating sensor number for which the
conversion is restricted.

Examples:

A      specifies a conversion applicable to all accelerometer units
A1    specifies a conversion applicable to all accelerometer units
         sourced by A1
FA1  specifies a conversion applicable to all force units derived

         from acceleration units sourced by A1, or alternatively from

         all force units originating from source A1 having been

         calibrated in force units

SV    specifies a conversion applicable to all strain units derived

         from voltage units

v      specifies a new sensor type units set (e.g. for velocity)

<units_id> Specifies new output units for <sensor>. An error results if the units
are already applicable to <sensor>.
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<gain> Specifies the gain conversion factor that is applicable to convert
between the default units for <sensor> to units of type
<units_id>. A positive (non-zero) numeric entry is required. If the
definition is the first one for <sensor>, then it represents the default
units type and <gain> must be unity (1).

<offset> Specifies the offset that is applicable to convert between the default
units for <sensor> to units of type <units_id>, assuming the
offset is applied after the <gain> conversion. A valid numeric entry
is required. If the definition is the first one for <sensor>, then it
represents the default units type and <offset> must be zero (0).

<format/link> Specifies either the default format for display (in the format n.m where
n is the number of digits before the decimal point and m is the number
after) or a link specifier to another units type. Linking causes units
available in the linked type to be made available for <sensor>. Link
restrictions are as follows:

1 Links can only be made to sensor types, thus A is a valid
specifier while A1 is not.

2 Links can only be made to preexisting sensor types, thus link
entries must occur after new type definitions in the table.

3 Links cannot be made to a sensor type that includes units
already defined for <sensor>.

4 Units specifies by <units_id> must be defined for the linked
sensor type.

5 Cannot link if the definition is the first for <sensor>.

6 Cannot link a sensor type to itself.

7 Cannot have more than one link between the same sensor types.

Whenever the user units conversion table is modified, all channel high and low range values are
automatically adjusted when the new units conversion causes the range values to change by more
than 0.5% of the measurement range (the difference between the high and low range values).

Example 1
The following are simple example entries in the user units conversion table:

 V1,   ue,   402378.6,    736.56,  S
 V2,   ue,   401632.2,    778.21,  S
 V3,   ue,   401612.0,    555.74,  S
 V4,   ue,   401509.9,    333.91,  S
 V5,    g,    102.849,  -255.752,  A
 V6,    g,    102.058,  -253.529,  A
 V7,    g,    102.856,  -257.193,  A
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Entries 1-4 specify conversions from voltage to microstrain applicable to the first
four voltage sensors of an instrument. Entries 5-7 specify conversions from voltage to 
acceleration for voltage sensors 5 through 7. These settings are possible for special instruments 
available from Measurement Specialties that have been factory calibrated in voltage.
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Example 2
The following are a second set of example entries in the user units conversion table:

  V,   ue,   401717,    0,  S
SV1,  lbf,    236.6,    0,  F
SV2,  lbf,    245.1,    0,  F
FV2, mmHg,    0.018,    0,  P

The first entry specifies a general conversion from voltage to microstrain applicable to all voltage
sensors. The second and third entries specify conversions from strain units to force units for
channels sourced from V1 and V2. The fourth entry specifies a conversion from force units to
pressure units applicable to channels sourced from V2.

Automatic Adjustment of User Units Conversion Values
ICU provides the capability to automatically adjust user units conversion gain and offset values
as follows:

1 Go into Configure mode.

2 Add an entry into the conversion table for the units desired.

3 Set a channel to use the newly defined units. The Units Conversion Measurements text
box should be displayed on the left side of the channel's configuration form.

4 Apply a know stimulus and enter its value into the Stimulus text box.

5 Click Average nn Samples to take a measurement of the stimulus. The resulting
measurement should be added to the Units Conversion Measurement text box.

6 Repeat steps 4 and 5 for as many stimulus points as desired. At least 2 stimulus points are
required to properly set both the gain and offset factors for a conversion.

7 Click Calculate Units Conversion Values.  A pop-up dialog will be displayed to confirm
which user units conversion table entry will be changed. The units conversion entry to be
modified will be the latest most channel-specific entry in the units conversion "path". In
example 2 above, the FV2 entry will be modified if a channel sourced by V2 is currently
in pressure units.

8 The user units conversion table can be verified by clicking Channel Units or the complete
units conversion table may be displayed or printed by clicking Reports... and then
selecting Units.
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Adding Table Entries When Inverse Conversions Are Known
Sometimes the inverse conversion factors for a sensor channel are known. For example, the
sensitivity and offset for a sensor may be known:

Sensor sensitivity = M (e.g. as V/unit)
Sensor offset = B (e.g. as V)

The table entries can be calculated from these values as:
Units conversion gain: m = 1/M
Units conversion offset: b = -B/M

Consider a strain bridge that has been calibrated to measure 10000 microstrain (ue) over 50mV,
and a bridge offset voltage of -4.4mV has been measured.

Bridge sensitivity M = 0.000005 V/ue (volts per microstrain)
Bridge offset B = -.0044 V (example bridge offset)

Then the units conversion table entries are calculated as:
Units conversion gain: m = 1/M = 200000
Units conversion offset: b = -B/M = 880

If these strain conversions were added to an instrument with a generic voltage measurement
channel V1, the following units conversion entry would be made to define strain measurements
for the voltage channel:

V1,      ue,     200000,      880,    S
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Clear Log Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✔ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✔

* Idle ✔ ✔

The Clear Log command button can be used at any time to clear the contents of the log window.
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COM Baud Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Drop-down list On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✔

About/Setup form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✔

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✔ ✘

The COM Baud setting specifies the baud rate to be used to issue commands and receive
responses from the instrument. This setting can only be changed while in Idle mode since the
COM port is in-use for the other modes. The baud rate selected is used for all I/O except for
High Speed Acquire operations which may use a much higher rate as specified by the Bit Rate
telemetry setting..

Normally, the highest baud rate (38400) should be selected, as this reduces delays when
interacting with an instrument. The COM Baud setting may, however, be reduced in situations
where data errors occur such as with physically long, improperly terminated, or other
compromised data links. Reduced baud rates may also be required in situations where
computational power is reduced or it is necessary to run other programs concurrently, thus
causing intermittent receiver overruns resulting in data errors. All command interactions with an
instrument utilize CRC error checking to ensure that all link errors are detected.
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COM Port Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Drop-down list On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✔

About/Setup form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✔

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✔ ✘

The COM Port setting specifies which of the PC's RS-232 ports is used to communicate with an
instrument. This setting can only be changed while in Idle mode since the port is in-use for the
other modes. The list box will include all ports through COM8 available on the PC. If a port is in
use by the system (e.g. for a mouse or modem interface) or by another program, it will not be
listed.

Selecting <NONE> forces the program mode of operation to Create Application File(s) since
no communications are possible with an instrument.

If a configured port later becomes unavailable (for example if it becomes used by another
program), ICU will display an error message when the user tries to switch to a mode requiring
the port.
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Comm ID Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List Box on Main tab of Main form On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Telemetry Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Comm ID list box is part of the telemetry settings configuration. When a number is selected
this parameter specifies the number of bits to be used for the sub-frame index counter added to
each minor frame when sub-commutation is required by the Telemetry Word Position settings.
The counter modulus will be equal to the number of subframes. The modulus is listed in the
telemetry report. Upper bits of the Comm ID are always zero when not involved in counting.
When SUP , or SU+ is selected supercommutation on a minor frame is used.  SUP and SU+ are
only meaningful when there is more than one channel assigned to an telemetry word position.
SU+ repeats the supercommutated channels one more time than SUP near the end of the frame. 
When only one channel is assigned to each telemetry word, S*2, S*3, S*4, S*5, S*6, S*7, S*8
are available.  S*N repeats each channel N times in a major frame to increase the efficiency of
data transmission.
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Telemetry  word
Assignment

Comm ID Resulting Telemetry Frame

Each Telemetry word has
only one channel assigned

Number 

SUP 

SU+

Simple frame, each  channel once per frame

S*N Each channel is sent N times in a frame.

One telemetry word has  
more than one channel
assigned, or more than
one telemetry word have
the same number of
channels assigned. 

Number Subcommutation.Each of the words with only one
channel assigned if sent once every minor frame,
along with one of the subcommutated channels.

If N channels are assigned to a telemetry word, there
are N minor frames in the major frame

SUP  If N channels are assigned to a telemetry word, each
singly assigned channel is sent N times in the frame,
the multiple assigned channel is sent once in the
frame. The frame is ordered to make repeated channels
as far apart as possible.

SU+ If N channels are assigned to a telemetry word, each
singly assigned channel is sent N + 1 times in the
frame, the multiple assigned channel is sent once in
the frame. The frame is ordered to make repeated
channels as far apart as possible.

S*N Not Applicable

More than one telemetry
word have a different
number of channels
assigned

Number Subcommutation( with supercommutation on a
subframe). Each of the words with only one channel
assigned if sent once every minor frame, along with
one of the subcommutated channels. If N is the greater
number of channels assigned to a telemetry word,
there are N minor frames in the major frame. If the
number of channels assigned is less than N, the
channels are repeated in their telemetry slot
(supercommed in the subframe) until N minor frames
are sent. 

SUP  If N channels are assigned to a telemetry word, each
singly assigned channel is sent N times in the frame,
the multiple assigned channel is sent once in the
frame. The frame is ordered to make repeated channels
as far apart as possible.

SU+ If N channels are assigned to a telemetry word, each
singly assigned channel is sent N + 1 times in the
frame, the multiple assigned channel is sent once in
the frame. The frame is ordered to make repeated
channels as far apart as possible.

S*N Not Applicable
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Configuration Date Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✘

Main form/Main tab/Notes Frame Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Configuration Date text box is a non-modifiable field that is automatically set to the current
data and time by ICU whenever the applications settings of an instrument are written. The field is
used only for record-keeping purposes.

Since this field is set using the clock within the attached personal computer, the accuracy of the
personal computer clock should be verified periodically.
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Configure Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Mode selection button On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✔

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✔ ✘

The Configure mode selection button is only available when the On-Line Configuration
program function has been selected in the About/Setup dialog.

Clicking on the Configure mode selection tab causes the Connect process to occur and the ICU
program to enter Configure mode.

Configure mode allows monitoring and changing of all instrument settings, including both
calibration and application settings, however, when either application or calibration settings are
written to an instrument, the respective application or calibration password must be entered.

The following page shows typical screens displayed from Configure mode.
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An example of the main form in Configure mode is as follows:

Clicking on any channel tab changes the menus, for example, to the following:

When any individual channel tab is selected, the stripchart shows only that channel.
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Connect Program Function Setting Mode Tab Use
Process invoked at active mode change On-Line Configuration Configure ✔

Create Application File(s) Application ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘

* Idle ✘

The Connect procedure is invoked whenever starting to enter Configure, Activate, Calibrate,
or Monitor modes. It is also invoked at the start of Application mode whenever the COM Port
setting is anything other than <none>.

The Connect process causes a connection to be established with the instrument as selected by the
RS485 Address setting. While establishing the connection to the instrument, ICU displays a
broken progress bar if it has not yet found an instrument:

Upon finding an instrument, the progress bar becomes solid, but the scan continues in order to
identify all instruments.

If no instruments are found, a dialog pops-up to request if scan retry is desired:

If no instruments can be found and retries are canceled, the ICU program will return to Idle
mode.
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CRC Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List Box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Telemetry Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The CRC list box is part of the telemetry settings configuration. When set to a value other than
OFF, a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is added as the last word of each minor frame. The
number of bits used for the CRC will be equal to the setting specified. The CRC word position is
specifically shown in the Telemetry and TMATS reports. The available settings may vary for
different models of SI instruments, and some instruments may not support a CRC (only OFF).
The CRC is generated starting at the first bit of the synchronization pattern until the last data bit
prior to the CRC. The setting of 16 bits is compatible with the CRC type formally known as
CRC-16.

A CRC performs a mathematical calculation on the data in each minor frame and returns a
number that characterizes the content and organization of that data. By checking the CRC of each
received frame, one can determine if the data is an exact match to the frame transmitted. CRCs
are commonly used when transferring data from one location to another to determine if errors
have occurred during transmission. In mission critical applications, it may be especially
important to know that data is valid and reliable.

When the CRC has been enabled, Encoding is set to RS-485, and the High Speed Acquire
operation is performed, all CRC's are checked and the number of CRC errors is reported at the
end of record processing.
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DAC Enable Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Checkbox On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Main Parameters frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

(Advanced Feature) Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The DAC Enable checkbox is only available when Advanced Features are enabled and the
connected instrument supports analog outputs. This checkbox enables digital to analog
conversions for all analog outputs. Normally, this control is simply left enabled, but may be
disabled if the analog outputs are not being used or for other diagnostic purposes. A warning will
pop-up to remind an operator when writing a configuration without enabling this control.

Disabling the analog outputs saves power that would be wasted if the outputs are not used.
Typically, the power savings are less than 15% within the instrument.
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Data Convert Abort Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Data Convert Abort command button terminates the processing a data acquired in the
recently completed high-speed data acquisition operation. This processing converts binary data
recently collected in the .bin file to more usable hexadecimal records (.hex) and delimited text
(.txt) which can be used more easily by other programs.

Aborting the conversion processing should only be done when the acquired data is known to be
useless. Because it is irreversible, a dialog will pop up asking the operator to confirm the abort.
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Data Directory Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

About/Setup form Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✔ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✔

* Idle ✔ ✘

The Data Directory label identifies the current file system directory (also called a path or folder)
used for storage and retrieval of the following files:

1 Application configuration files with an .app extension usually created in Application
mode and written to an instrument in Activate mode.

2 Acquisition data files with an .acq extension which contain measurement data resulting
from enabling the Measurements to File checkbox on the main form.

3 High speed acquisition files with .bin, .bhx, and .txt extensions which contain raw binary
data, hexadecimal data, and delimited text data respectively. The .bin and .bhx files are
binary and hexadecimal files created during acquisition which may be deleted. The .txt
files can be used for importing data into other programs such as spreadsheets or databases.

4 Log files with .log extension which record all changes made to application or calibration
settings of an instrument. These files have information continuously appended for record
keeping purposes.

5 Set files with .set extension which contain the most recent application and calibration
settings of an instrument as known by the specific computer when it last accessed the
instrument.

The Data Directory may be set to any valid directory accessible by the system including
networked drives. Upon program startup, if ICU finds the Data Directory is not accessible, the
Data Directory is set to the ICU application program directory.

A dot and backslash as the first two characters are replaced by the ICU application program
directory. For example, .\data would be equivalent to c:\icu\data when the ICU program is
installed in the c:\icu directory.

A trailing backslash is optional.
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Default Instrument Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✘

About/Setup form Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✔ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✔

* Idle ✔ ✘

The Default Instrument setting specifies the instrument configuration to be used in Application
mode when either of the following conditions occurs:

1 The Com Port setting is <NONE>
2  A valid Com Port setting exists, but no instrument is detected.

The selection of <default> refers to program defaults built-in to ICU, but the list box will 
include all files with the extension of .DEF found in the ICU application directory. These files 
allow the default to be another instrument type of the user's choosing. Please contact 
Measurement Specialties to obtain files if an alternative Default Instrument is desired.

Default Instrument Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✘

About/Setup form Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✔ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✔

* Idle ✔ ✘

The Default Instrument setting specifies the instrument configuration to be used in Application
mode when either of the following conditions occurs:

1 The Com Port setting is <NONE>
2  A valid Com Port setting exists, but no instrument is detected.

The selection of <default> refers to program defaults built-in to ICU, but the list box will
include all files with the extension of .DEF found in the ICU application directory. These files
allow the default to be another instrument type of the user's choosing. Please contact Summit
Instruments to obtain files if an alternative Default Instrument is desired.
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Delay (Telemetry) Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main Tab/Telemetry Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Delay Telemetry setting specifies the length of time the IRIG telemetry frames are delayed
before they are transmitted. This control is only displayed for instruments supporting this feature.
The delay is specified in the following format:

D:HH:MM:SS

Where D indicates days,  HH is hours, MM is minutes, and SS is seconds. The valid range of
settings is from 0:00:00:00 to 3:07:32:11. The first field of any entry may exceed its normal
modulus and will be interpreted correctly, thus all of the following are equivalent:

1:03:05:09
27:05:09
1625:09
97509

Upon entry, values are re-displayed after rounding to the resolution of the Delay RAM buffer
pointer. The equation to calculate the delay time in seconds is:

Delay(seconds) = ((64-N) * 2^18 + 16)/(PCM Bit Rate)
where N is a 6 bit integer
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Display Format Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Output Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Display Format text box is used to specify the numeric display format to be used when a
channel's output value needs to be displayed, logged, etc.. The format is specified as two digits
separated by a decimal point as follows:

m.n

where:

m the number of digits to be displayed before the decimal point

n  the number of digits to be displayed after the decimal point
(may be omitted, in which case no digits are displayed after the decimal point)

The m specification will allocate space in tabular outputs in order to keep the columns aligned. If
a number being formatted does not fit into the m specification, then the field will automatically
expand in order to display the data. Thus, column misalignment will result rather than data
truncation  when viewing output reports, etc.
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DSP Rate Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Main Parameters frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

(Advanced Feature) Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The DSP Rate list box is only available when Advanced Features are enabled. This control
selects the rate at which each input is sampled. Since inputs are sampled in parallel, there are no
multiplexing issues.

One of the settings available is AUTO, which means that the DSP Rate will be as fast as
possible, starting a new scan immediately after finishing processing of the last channel of the
previous scan. AUTO will always select a fixed rate, but the rate slows proportionate to the
# of Channels setting above the value of 8. The actual rate will be displayed on the title bar of
the ICU main form.

If the Telemetry Enable checkbox is enabled, then the setting of Telemetry is available, which
allows for the DSP Rate to be synchronized to the telemetry minor frame rate. Since the
telemetry frame structure and bit rate can be changed, the actual telemetry minor frame rate can
vary over a very large range. As with all settings, the resulting DSP Rate will always be
displayed on the Main form title bar. Especially when using the Telemetry setting, care must be
taken to avoid possible undersampling and subsequent aliasing of sensor data. 

The following should be considered before changing the DSP Rate setting:

1 Slower DSP Rate settings will reduce instrument power consumption. This reduction may
be up to 70%, which can be a significant improvement in certain cases.

2 If the DSP Rate is changed to a value different from the Cal DSP Rate (as shown in the
calibration report), measurement accuracy should be verified. When there is any doubt
about accuracy, a new calibration should be performed. ICU logs a warning whenever
connecting to an instrument with DSP Rate different from the Cal DSP Rate.

3 Since DSP Rate sets the sampling frequency, the oversampling ratio must always be
considered in order to avoid signal aliasing. The oversampling ratio is as follows:

      RO = fs / fa      where fs = sampling rate (same as DSP Rate)
fa = highest analog signal frequency with
      sufficient amplitude to be significant

For this analysis, fa  is limited by the lowest of::
1) the internal sensor electrical filters

         (the Cutoff column of Manufacturing report list the filter 3dB points)
2) the mechanical filtering due to instrument mounting
3) the intrinsic frequency limit of the system/device under test
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The DSP Rate also determines the delay from channel sampling to digital/analog output,
whereby  sampling, DSP processing, and analog output processing each require one period at the
DSP Rate.
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Encoding Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Telemetry Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Encoding list box allows selection of the encoding format that will be used for telemetry
output to any of the following:

1 FM transmitter (when included in an instrument).

2 Aux pin when OUT TELEM is selected for the Aux Pin function.

3 Instrument's RS-485 interface when High Speed Acquire is clicked.

The selections available in the Encoding drop-down list are as follows:

1 NRZ-L : Non Return to Zero Level . A logic "1" is represented by a high level, while a
logic "0" is represented by a low level. Frame sync and data as user-configured are
encoded per the IRIG-106-01 telemetry standard.

2 BIPHASE-L : Bi-phase Level corresponding to Biφ-L in IRIG-106-01 telemetry standard.
A logic "1" is represented by a high level with transition to the low level (i.e. falling
edge), while a logic "0" is represented by a low level with transition to the high level (i.e.
rising edge). Frame sync and data as user-configured are encoded per the IRIG-106-01
telemetry standard.

3 RNRZ-L : Randomized Non Return to Zero Level is based upon NRZ-L, but bits are
randomized to eliminate possible problems such as carrier skew resulting from non-equal
occurrence of "1" bits and "0" bits in the NRZ-L format. Randomization as well as frame
sync and data as user-configured are encoded per the IRIG-106-01 telemetry standard.

4 RBIPHASE-L : Randomized Bi-phase Level is based upon BIPHASE-L, but bits are
randomized. Although this encoding combination is technically not part of the
IRIG-106-01 specification, randomization, bi-phase encoding, frame sync and data are all
encoded in a fashion compliant with the IRIG-106-01 telemetry standard.

5 RS-485 : A specialized format compatible with standard UARTs (Universal
Asynchronous Receiver Transmitters) available on most personal computers,
workstations, or other computing equipment. While maintaining data formatting
compatible to IRIG-106-01 including sub-commutation, RS-485 encoding automatically
inserts 1 start and 2 stop bits to frame each byte for asynchronous compatibility. The
framing bits, plus the insertion of four (4) additional marking bit times used for break
condition detection at the end of each frame result in RS-485 encoding being slightly
slower than its IRIG equivalent. The Bit Rate list options are restricted to the standard
rates available on most personal computers but include rates available with optional
high-speed RS-485 cards. The use of two stop bits for character framing provides "slack"
to allow reliable data reception by equipment with a slightly slower clock. Like the other
formats, RS-485 encoding provides a fixed crystal-locked data acquisition rate.
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The Encoding selection interacts with the Bit Rate. See Bit Rate for details.
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Exit Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Mode selection button On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✘

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✔ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✘

* Idle ✔ ✘

The Exit mode selection button causes entry into Idle mode and then terminates ICU program
execution. The same action can be caused by the normal window close functions accessible
through the title bar.
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File (.app) Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Combo box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The File selection specifies the name of an application setting file to be accessed by subsequent
file operations (see Read and Write). The default name uses naming conventions described in
Files with the extension .app. The drop-down will list all of the files with extension of .app in
the data directory.

Although files may be given any name, they must be named using the conventions in Files if the
file is to be used in Activate mode. For example, a 65210A with serial number 0990A12345
must have a file named IMS12345.app.

This field is disabled in Activate, Calibrate and Monitor modes, although will display the serial
number of the instrument connected. In Idle mode, the field is not visible.
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Files Program Function Setting Mode Tab Use
General Information on ICU Files On-Line Configuration Configure ✔

Create Application File(s) Application ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔

* Idle ✘

ICU accesses data files from the Application directory and Data directory which are the
directories (folders) shown via the About/Setup dialog.

For instrument-specific information, ICU uses files named using an 8-character filename root
derived from the instrument serial number as follows:

Filename Root Product Difference from Serial Number

IMSnnnnn 65210A Replaces "0990A" by "IMS"

AEXnnnnn 65210A

experimental

instruments

e.g. strain

Replaces "0220A" by "AEX"

IHSnnnnn 65200A Replaces "0830A" by "IHS"

XHUnnnnn 15200A Replaces "1061A" by "XHU"

XHBnnnnn 25200A Replaces "1062A" by "XHB"

XHTnnnnn 35200A Replaces "1063A" by "XHT"

XLUnnnnn 15203A Replaces "1051A" by "XLU"

XLBnnnnn 25203A Replaces "1052A" by "XLB"

XLTnnnnn 35203A Replaces "1053A" by "XLT"

For example, a 65210A with serial number of 0990A00009 will have files named as IMS00009
with file extensions as shown below.

Extension Location Description

.acq Data directory Acquisition data files with comma separated data

(see Measurements to File).

.app Data directory Application configuration files usually created in
Application mode and written to instruments using
Activate mode.
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Extension Location Description

.bhx Data directory High speed acquisition hex file containing raw
acquisition data in hexadecimal form (see High Speed
Acquire).

.bin Data directory High speed acquisition binary file containing raw
acquisition data in its most compact form (see High
Speed Acquire).

.cnn Data directory Instrument calibration record files, where nn is the
number of times an instrument has been calibrated. These
files are created when calibration data is written to an
instrument and record all calibration stimulus and
measurement values as well as curve fit results.

.csv Data directory High speed acquisition text file containing acquisition
data in comma separated variable form useful for
importing into other programs such as databases,
spreadsheets, etc. These files are considered to be the
final output from High Speed Acquire.

.def Application directory Instrument defaults files used in Application mode for
setting the default instrument (see Default Instrument).

.gif Application directory Graphics files for optional customer logo (see Logo File)

.jpg Application directory Graphics files for optional customer logo (see Logo File)

.log Data directory Log files which retain information on all changes in
applications and calibration settings made using the PC.
Raw calibration measurements also recorded to this file.

.pl Data directory Default extension when log window is printed to a file
(see Print Log).

.ra Data directory Default extension when the application report is printed
to a file (see Application).

.rc Data directory Default extension when the calibration report is printed
to a file (see Calibration).

.rm Data directory Default extension when the manufacturing report is
printed to a file (see Manufacturing).

.rt Data directory Default extension when the telemetry report is printed to
a file (see Telemetry).

.ru Data directory Default extension when the units report is printed to a file
(see Units).

.scr Application directory Calibration script files used to lead an operator through a
calibration sequence (see Calibration Script File).
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Extension Location Description

.set Data directory Files contain the most recent instrument settings when
the PC had last connected to or modified instrument
settings. These files are similar to .log files, but only
contain the latest instrument settings.

.txt Data directory Default extension when the TMATS report is printed to a
file (see TMATS).

In addition to the instrument files listed above, ICU uses the following fixed-named files:
File Location Description

icu.ini Application directory File used to save program setup parameters, many of
which are specified in the About/Setup... dialog.

script.tmp Application directory Temporary file used for preprocessing calibration
scripts.
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Filter 3dB Cutoff Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Output Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Filter 3dB Cutoff specifies the desired -3dB point for a single-pole filter with -20dB/decade
asymptotic roll-off used to filter the channel data for output via telemetry or D/A channels (when
available). This filter allows for the elimination of unwanted high frequency information or
limiting output frequencies to match the telemetry rate (see Frames/sec). After entry, the value is
updated to the closest value achievable.

The Filter 3dB Cutoff values may be set higher than the sensor cutoff frequencies as shown in
the Cutoff column of the Manufacturing report for each sensor. Setting a value above the
highest value that can be implemented by the DSP results in the value of 1000000 (one million),
which is the value used to indicate that the DSP will provide no filtering, thus passing input
sampled ADC data directly.

The Filter 3dB Cutoff setting may have its background shaded as follows:

1 Pink indicates that the current channel configuration cannot be implemented due to
hardware limits of the DSP processing. The configuration cannot be written to the
instrument without changing the channel settings, specifically the interacting controls of
Filter 3dB Cutoff, Gain, and Offset (or alternate Range Hi and Range Lo settings).

2 Light yellow indicates that the Filter 3dB Cutoff is less than 10 times the current
telemetry frame rate. This is the recommended margin which should prevent
undersampling and possible aliasing of the input signal. If signal reconstruction based
upon knowledge of spectral components of the applied sensor stimulus is used, the
sampling frequency can be set below this recommended margin. Nyquist sampling
dictates that the sampling frequency must be greater than twice the highest frequency with
significant amplitude.
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FM Transmitter Powered Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Checkbox On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Telemetry Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The FM Transmitter Powered checkbox is part of the telemetry settings configuration and is
displayed only when the instrument connected has a built-in FM transmitter. When checked,
power is applied to the FM transmitter. This control is normally enabled since instruments with
built-in FM transmitters are normally used to transmit their data back to a receiving stations.

The operator will be warned whenever this control is left disabled and a configuration is written
to an instrument.

The FM transmitter uses a significant amount of power, thus it is useful to disable the transmitter
during local instrument testing, calibration, or other similar operations. Operating the instrument
with the FM transmitter off prevents possible radio interference and significantly extends the
instrument battery life.
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Frame ID Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List Box on Main tab of Main form On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Telemetry Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Frame ID list box is part of the telemetry settings configuration. When set to a value other
than OFF, a frame counter is added to each minor frame. The counter modulus (number of bits)
will be equal to the setting specified. The counter word position is normally at the end of the
telemetry frame located before the CRC (if enabled) and is specifically shown in the Telemetry
and TMATS reports. The available moduli may vary for different models of SI instruments.

The Frame ID counter is very useful for confirming frame sequencing and data acquisition
timing, especially if signal dropouts occur during data transmission.
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Frames/sec Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Label On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Telemetry Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Frames/sec label in the Telemetry Settings box displays the current IRIG-106 compatible
minor frame rate based upon the current configuration. The settings that affect this rate are as
follows:

1 Encoding selection.

2 Bit rate selection.

3 Telemetry frame options, such as CRC, SN, Frame Counter, and Pad.

4 Comm ID
5 The Telemetry Word Position setting for each channel.

6 The Telemetry Word Bits setting for each channel.

Changes in any of the items listed above will normally cause a change to the Frames/sec display.

Note that the Application report will also show an entry named TelemetrySettings which lists
the bit sizes in effect as follows:

1 Lists FCTR/k where k indicates the number of bits for the frame counter or zero if the
counter has not been enabled via Add Counter.

2 Lists CRC/m where m indicates the number of bits for the cyclic redundancy check or
zero if the CRC has not been enabled via Add CRC.

3 Lists SYNC/n which corresponds to the IRIG compatible synchronization field used for
Encoding modes of NRZ-L, RNRZ-L, BIPHASE-L, and RBIPHASE-L.When
Encoding of RS-485 is selected, in revisions of ICU prior to 2.0, a specialized dynamic
synchronization field of 16-bits is used. In ICU revision 2.0 and higher the standard
IRIG-106 sync is used . 

It is important to check that the Frames/sec data rate provides sufficient oversampling relative to
the channel filters selected. To prevent aliasing, at least a 10X oversampling is suggested but this
ratio may be lower depending upon data analysis techniques or known physical limits to the
signal bandwidth.
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Gain (Input Sensor) Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Input Sensor Cal Values Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Gain (Input Sensor) text box is used to specify the combined sensor with analog to digital
(ADC) gain for a specific source. This control is enabled only on the first channel tab using any
specific sensor source. The gain units are in ADC counts per engineering unit, where the
engineering units must match the channel output units at the time of calibration, although
channel output units may later be changed as desired (see Channel Units).

Although the Gain (Input Sensor) text box may have its value changed by direct entry, it may
also be changed by clicking on the Calculate Input Sensor Cal Values command button after
acquiring two or more calibration measurements (at least two measurements are required to set
the Gain), in which case ICU will automatically perform the regression analysis and set the Gain
(Input Sensor) accordingly.
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Gain (Output DAC) Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Output DAC Cal Values Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Gain (Output DAC) text box is used to specify the digital to analog converter (DAC) gain
for the analog output associated the channel. This control is available only for the channels where
analog outputs are available, with some instruments having no analog outputs available. The gain
is specified as DAC counts per volt.

When the channel's analog output is used, the Gain (Output DAC) and Offset (Output DAC)
values can be used in combination with the Gain (Output Settings) and Offset (Output Settings)
in order to interpret the output values.
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Gain (Output Settings) Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Output Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Gain (Output Settings) text box is used to specify the desired output gain from the channel.
There are two versions of the control which are inverses of each other.

Due to the redundancy provided in making output settings, this control may be set in any of four
ways (eu indicated engineering units set by Channel Units):

1 Entry into the non-inverted gain control labeled as Gain (cnts/eu).
2 Entry into the inverted gain control labeled as Gain (eu/cnt).
3 Entry into the Range Hi control.

4 Entry into the Range Lo control.

The Gain setting may have its background shaded pink indicating that the current channel
configuration cannot be implemented due to hardware limits of the DSP processing. The
configuration cannot be written to the instrument without changing the channel settings,
specifically the interacting controls of Filter 3dB Cutoff, Gain, and Offset (or alternate Range
Hi and Range Lo settings).
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High Speed Acquire Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The High Speed Acquire command button initiates precise hardware-clocked telemetry data to
be transmitted out of the instrument's RS-485 interface. This function is only allowed when the
current PC settings must match the instrument (i.e. the Write Values to Instrument button must
not be yellow).

If the telemetry Encoding is set to RS-485, ICU will automatically begin decoding, storing to
disk, and displaying sub-sampled data in real-time. For all other Encoding modes, ICU
terminates after displaying a notification dialog, since ICU cannot operate while the data
transmission is in-process. In these cases, external equipment is required to receive the
transmitted data. Also, the instrument must be power-cycled in order to reconnect with ICU.

The telemetry Bit Rate along with each channel's Telemetry Word Position and Telemetry
Word Bits settings determines the data acquisition frame rate as shown by the telemetry
Frames/sec display. 

ICU High-Speed Acquisition (when Encoding is set to RS-485):

As noted above, ICU will automatically receive and process telemetry data when Encoding is set
to RS-485. Once started, data is continuously acquired from the instrument and written to a
binary file (.bin) named with the instrument's serial number stored in the data directory. A
progress bar is displayed to remind the operator that the acquisition operation is ongoing. The
command button label changes to High Speed Stop, allowing for termination of the acquisition
operation. After termination, the button again changes to Data Convert Abort, allowing the
operator to terminate the processing of binary data into hexadecimal (.hex) and delimited text
(.txt) files that can more easily be used by other post-processing programs.

For ICU high-speed acquisition, Bit Rate settings correspond to port baud rate settings, except
for rates above 115k baud which require special RS-485 cards (see Bit Rate documentation).

During ICU high-speed acquisition, errors detected in the incoming data stream are reported to
the log window. The user may change to different channel pages to view different data. It must
be remembered that displayed data and associated error checking are only performed on
sub-sampled data during the real-time acquisition. Since all data is stored into the binary file,
complete error checking is performed during post-processing where the .hex and .txt files are
generated.
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High Speed Stop Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The High Speed Stop command button terminates the current high-speed data acquisition
operation. After termination, the file conversion processing begins and the button changes to
Data Convert Abort, allowing the operator to terminate the conversion processing. The
conversion processes the acquired binary data file into hexadecimal (.hex) and delimited text
(.txt) files which can more easily be used by other post-processing programs.

The High Speed Stop button is always highlighted in yellow to indicate that it must be clicked
to terminate the ongoing acquisition operation.
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Hold Power ON Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Checkbox On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Main Parameters frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Hold Power ON checkbox is enabled in Configure and Application modes, and is visible
when the connected instrument has the capability to latch its power on. This feature is useful in
applications where the instrument is battery-powered and the power control wire may be
removed or broken after deployment.

For instruments supporting this feature, the instrument may be powered-down in one of two
ways:

1 Explicit command (as when the operator is asked to power down the instrument when the
connection is terminated), or

2 Applying a logic low (closing the power enable switch) to the power control input for 4
seconds or more. Instruments supporting Hold Power ON also have a power control
input.

Changes to Hold Power ON are activated after clicking the Write Values to Instrument button.
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Idle Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Mode selection button On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✔ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

Clicking on the Idle mode selection button causes the communication connection with the
current instrument to be terminated and the instrument COM port to be closed. If High Speed
Acquire operations are running, this mode selection is inhibited until they are terminated.

When terminating a communication connection to a battery-powered instrument, ICU will
pop-up the following dialog box to prompt the user to power-down the instrument in order to
extend battery life.
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Invert Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Check box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Input Select frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Invert checkbox can be used to invert the sign of a channel relative to the selected output
units.

The effect of the Invert checkbox can be physically interpreted as follows:

1 For sensors with directional sensitivities, inversion reverses the direction of the axis. The
new direction should be noted and all subsequent calibration and measurement operations
must take the inverted axis sense into effect.

2 For other sensors, inversion implies that the measurements are differential relative to the
zero reference for the currently selected output units.

Note that sensors for which rule 2 applies may appear to give inconsistent results when different
output units have different zero references. In these cases, the output will be different for each set
of units with a different zero reference. For example, an inverted temperature measurement of
+32°F would result in -32°F when °F are the units, but would remain 0°C when °C units are
used.
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Logo File Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

About/Setup form Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✔ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✔

* Idle ✔ ✔

The Logo File setting allows the selection of an alternate logo file to be displayed at the bottom 
of the main form. List options include <default> and all files with an extension of .GIF or .JPG 
found in the ICU application directory. Selecting <default> causes the standard Measurement 
Specialties logo to be displayed.

ICU will not stretch or compress an image to fit the available logo area, thus images must be
pre-scaled to fit. The use of a gray background is recommended to provide a consistent
appearance on the ICU main form.
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Manufacturing Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Checkbox On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✘

Reports form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✔ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Manufacturing checkbox is available on the Reports form to add the instrument
manufacturing data to the report, an example of which is as follows:
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The items on the Manufacturing report are as follows:

Manufacturing Data - General Items

Mfg Date Date instrument was manufactured

Mfg P/N Measurement Specialties basic model number for instrument

Mfg Options Ordering options for instrument

Mfg S/N Instrument serial number

Min ICU Rev Specifies the minimum revision level of ICU necessary to
interface with the instrument.

Dac Mask Specifies a hexadecimal code indicating which channels, if
any, have analog outputs assigned to them. Bit 0
corresponds to channel 1.

FM Tx Bit Rate Specifies the transmitter pulse code modulation (PCM)
input (maximum) bit rate when instrument has a built-in
FM transmitter. For instruments without transmitter, will
show N/A to indicate transmitter not available.

Manufacturing Data - Built-In Sensor Information

Type (Sensor) A two-character code indicating sensor information.

First character is:
     A = accelerometer
     I = current sensor
     G = rate sensor (gyro)
     P = pressure sensor
     T = temperature sensor
     V = voltage sensor

Second character is:
   1-9 = axis if A, G sensors else    

is simply a sequence number   
     B = battery-related sensor

 Lo Range (Sensor) Specifies the sensor stimulus value when the sensor output
is extrapolated to 0V. This is a theoretical number used as a
basis for all sensor types. It does not mean that the stimulus
can actually be measured.

Hi Range (Sensor) Specifies the sensor stimulus value when the sensor output
is extrapolated to 5V. This is a theoretical number used as a
basis for all sensor types. It does not mean that the stimulus
can actually be measured.

Cutoff (Sensor) Specifies the minimum guaranteed upper cutoff frequency
measurable by the sensor. This is typically the -3dB point
for the sensor.

Mux (Sensor) Specifies the physical channel number assigned to the
sensor, numbered starting at zero.
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Measure display Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Checkbox On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✔ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Measure display checkbox begins logging stripchart measurements to the log window in
order to provide a basic quick logging facility.

The following is an example of logged data:
1 A1=  0.246gn A2=    9.3lbf A3= -0.612g T1= 21.0°C
2 A1=  0.250gn A2=    9.4lbf A3= -0.619g T1= 21.0°C
3 A1=  0.248gn A2=    9.3lbf A3= -0.608g T1= 21.1°C

When in Calibrate mode or at any other time when certain PC settings are different than the
instrument (Write Values to Instrument button is yellow), then the measurements are
considered to be uncalibrated and only raw measurements are logged, for example:

1 A1=8641 A2=7F1E A3=7844 T1=A2F8
2 A1=8621 A2=7F16 A3=7841 T1=A2E8
3 A1=8641 A2=7F1E A3=7824 T1=A2FC

The Measure display function is intended only for a rather coarse logging facility when testing
static or quasi-static stimulus. When faster or precisely timed measurements are required,
High Speed Acquire or external RF telemetry should be used.
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Measure to file Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Checkbox On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✔ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Measure to file checkbox begins logging stripchart measurements to a file. The file is
located in the current data directory and is automatically named using the instrument serial
number with an extension of ".acq". The file is automatically created if non-existing, otherwise
the file is opened and new data is appended (existing file data is never lost).

Upon opening, a comma-separated header line is added to the file. If the stripchart is turned off,
then no measurements will be appended to the file. Unchecking the Measure to file checkbox
closes the file.

The following is an example of the header and data:
"Timestamp", "Index", "A1(gn)", "A2(lbf)", "A3(g)", "T1(°C)"
"24Jan02 12:03:30", 1,   0.245,     9.4,  -0.606,  20.8
"24Jan02 12:03:31", 2,   0.247,     9.4,  -0.612,  20.7
"24Jan02 12:03:31", 3,   0.247,     9.4,  -0.614,  20.8
"24Jan02 12:03:31", 4,   0.247,     9.4,  -0.615,  20.8

When in Calibrate mode or at any other time when certain PC settings are different than the
instrument (Write Values to Instrument button is yellow), then the measurements are
considered to be uncalibrated and only raw measurements are written to the file, for example:

"Timestamp", "Index", "A1(gn)", "A2(lbf)", "A3(g)", "T1(°C)"
"24Jan02 12:04:48",       1, 69F7, 7F10, 94EB, A2B5
"24Jan02 12:04:48",       2, 69FA, 7F0D, 94ED, A2AD

The Measure to file function is intended only for a rather coarse logging facility when testing
static or quasi-static stimulus. When faster or precisely timed measurements are required,
High Speed Acquire or external RF telemetry should be used.
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Monitor Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Mode selection button On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✘

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✔ ✘

The Monitor mode selection button is only available when the Calibration program function
has been selected in the About/Setup dialog.

When in Idle mode, clicking on the Monitor mode selection button causes the Connection
process to occur and the ICU program to enter Monitor mode. When in Calibrate mode, the
current instrument connection is simply retained, but all instrument settings are returned to the
values existing prior to calibration, so that the instrument is in its normal operating mode without
unity gain and zero offset.

Monitor mode allows viewing of instrument settings and measurements, with all instrument
settings being disabled (grayed) to prevent accidental changes. The use of this mode is intended
to allow verification of measurements after calibration.

The following page shows typical screens displayed from Monitor mode.
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An example of the main form in Monitor mode is as follows:

Clicking on any channel tab changes the menus, for example, to the following:

When any individual channel tab is selected, the stripchart shows only that channel.
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Notes Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✘

Main form/Main tab/Notes Frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Notes text box allows entry of a notation field that is saved within the instrument for the
purpose of describing the instrument configuration.

This field has no fixed length limit, although one byte of nonvolatile application memory is
required for each character entered. On certain instruments with more limited memory, it may be
possible to overflow the instrument memory, in which case the change will be aborted and the
operator will be alerted.
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Offset (Input Sensor) Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Input Sensor Cal Values Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Offset (Input Sensor) text box is used to specify the combined sensor with analog to digital
(ADC) offset for a specific source. This control is enabled only on the first channel tab using any
specific sensor source. The offset is specified in ADC counts at zero engineering units, where the
engineering units must match the channel output units at the time of calibration, although
channel output units may later be changed as desired (see Channel Units).

Although the Offset (Input Sensor) text box may have its value changed by direct entry, it may
also be changed by clicking on the Calculate Input Sensor Cal Values command button after
acquiring one or more calibration measurements, in which case ICU will automatically perform
the regression analysis and set the Offset (Input Sensor) accordingly.
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Offset (Output DAC) Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Output DAC Cal Values Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Offset (Output DAC) text box is used to specify the digital to analog converter (DAC) offset
for the analog output associated with the channel. This control is available only for the channels
where analog outputs are available, with some instruments having no analog outputs available.
The offset is specified as DAC counts at zero volts output, which is normally a theoretical
number describing the DAC transfer function.

When the channel's analog output is used, the Gain (Output DAC) and Offset (Output DAC)
values can be used in combination with the Gain (Output Settings) and Offset (Output Settings)
in order to interpret the output values.
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Offset (Output Settings) Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Output Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Offset (Output Settings) text box is used to specify the desired output offset from the
channel. This offset is intended to indicate the output counts value that will indicate zero
Channel Units.

Due to the redundancy provided in making output settings, this control may be set in any of three
ways (eu indicated engineering units set by Channel Units):

1 Entry directly into the Offset (Output Settings) control.

2 Entry into the Range Hi control.

3 Entry into the Range Lo control.

The Offset setting may have its background shaded pink indicating that the current channel
configuration cannot be implemented due to hardware limits of the DSP processing. The
configuration cannot be written to the instrument without changing the channel settings,
specifically the interacting controls of Filter 3dB Cutoff, Gain, and Offset (or alternate Range
Hi and Range Lo settings).
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Pad Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List Box on Main tab of Main form On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Telemetry Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Pad list box is part of the telemetry settings configuration. When specified as any value
other than OFF, this parameter specifies the number of bits to be included into each telemetry
frame for the purpose of achieving a specific frame rate.

When using no commutation or subcommutation, this parameter specifies the number of bits to
be included into each minor telemetry frame for the purpose of achieving a specific frame rate.

When using supercommutaion, this parameter specifies the number of bits to be added after  each
group of repeated channels for the purpose of achieving a specific frame rate.

Pad bits are always logical zero in value.

Use the Telemetry Report to verify the constuction of the telemetry frame.
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Print Log Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✔ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✔

* Idle ✔ ✔

The Print Log command button can be used to print the log window.

If no text is selected in the log window, the default action is simply to print the last page of the
log, where the last page is defined as the last set of lines that can fit on one printed page. To print
any other portion of the log, first select the text desired to be printed and then click the Print Log
button. Page headers and numbers are automatically appended to multiple page printouts.
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Program Function Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Radio button group On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

About/Setup form Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✔ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✔

* Idle ✔ ✘

The Program Function selection allows selection of one of the four program functions
available:

1 On-Line Configuration: Used for on-line control and monitoring of an instrument
directly connected to the computer via a COM port. Causes ICU to present the Configure
mode tab on the main form.

2 Create Application File(s): Used for off-line configuration of instrument setting by
creating configuration files which can be delivered to another location where a second
computer can be used to load the settings into the target instrument via ICU running in
Activate mode. Causes ICU to present the Application mode tab on the main form.

3 Activate and/or Load Application File(s): Used for on-line configuration of an
instrument to values obtained from a configuration file previously created using
Application mode. Causes ICU to present the Activate mode tab on the main form.

4 Calibration: Used for on-line measurement, setting, and verification of instrument
calibration values. Causes ICU to present the Calibrate and Monitor mode tabs on the
main form.

5 Receive Telemetry: Used with the Summit Instrument receiver attached to the serial port
to receive telemetry signals. Causes ICU to present the Receive Telemetry mode tabs on
the main form.
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Range Lo (Output Settings) Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Output Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Range Lo (Output Settings) text box is used to specify the desired lowest output value from
the channel in Channel Units.  This value would correspond to the lowest output counts value
such as 0x0000 hexadecimal.

Due to the redundancy provided in making output settings, this control may be set in any of four
ways (eu indicated engineering units set by Channel Units):

1 Direct entry into the Range Lo control itself. 

2 Entry into the non-inverted gain control labeled as Gain (cnts/eu).
3 Entry into the inverted gain control labeled as Gain (eu/cnt).
4 Entry into the Offset control.

The Range Lo setting may have its background shaded as follows:

1 Pink indicates that the current channel configuration cannot be implemented due to
hardware limits of the DSP processing. The configuration cannot be written to the
instrument without changing the channel settings, specifically the interacting controls of
Filter 3dB Cutoff, Gain, and Offset (or alternate Range Hi and Range Lo settings).

2 Light yellow indicates that Range Lo is less than the output achievable by the hardware
due to sensor or DSP limitations. The clipping limit value and cause are displayed when
the mouse pointer is located over this field. The range limit is also reported in the
Application and TMATS reports. There is no problem having limits outside the values
achievable, but the yellow highlighting reminds the operator of such a condition.
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Range Hi (Output Settings) Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Output Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Range Hi (Output Settings) text box is used to specify the desired highest output value from
the channel in Channel Units. This value would correspond to the highest output counts value
such as 0xFFFF hexadecimal.

Due to the redundancy provided in making output settings, this control may be set in any of four
ways (eu indicated engineering units set by Channel Units):

1 Direct entry into the Range Hi control itself. 

2 Entry into the non-inverted gain control labeled as Gain (cnts/eu).
3 Entry into the inverted gain control labeled as Gain (eu/cnt).
4 Entry into the Offset control.

The Range Hi setting may have its background shaded as follows:

1 Pink indicates that the current channel configuration cannot be implemented due to
hardware limits of the DSP processing. The configuration cannot be written to the
instrument without changing the channel settings, specifically the interacting controls of
Filter 3dB Cutoff, Gain, and Offset (or alternate Range Hi and Range Lo settings).

2 Light yellow indicates that Range Hi is greater than the output achievable by the
hardware due to sensor or DSP limitations. The clipping limit value and cause are
displayed when the mouse pointer is located over this field. The range limit is also
reported in the Application and TMATS reports. There is no problem having limits
outside the values achievable, but the yellow highlighting reminds the operator of such a
condition.
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RCAL Value Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Output Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The RCAL Value specifies a fixed simulated input value for a channel that is used when either
the Source is set to RCAL or the Aux Pin function is set to RCAL-L. The units that apply to
this setting are the Channel Units.

This field is named after older legacy use in remote calibration of analog telemetry streams. The
name has been retained even though the function is technically unnecessary for digital telemetry.
Nonetheless, the use of RCAL for simulating inputs can serve for channel identification or other
similar functions.

The RCAL Value specifies a digitally simulated value based upon the input sensor calibration
values. If the simulated value is outside the range of the output settings, then clipping will occur.
The results to be expected from the RCAL Value settings for each channel are listed in the
Application report.
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Read Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Read button is visible only in Application, Configure, and Receive modes. Clicking causes
the application settings file specified by the File (.app) box to be read causing application
settings to be changed to match those in the file. The settings are not, however, written to the
instrument until the Write Values to Instrument button is later clicked.

Note that the .app extension is always assumed when reading files, although other extensions
may be explicitly specified although they will not be listed in the File (.app) box.
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Readings per Measurement Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

About/Setup form Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✔ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✔ ✘

The Readings per Measurement setting specifies the number of readings to be collected and
averaged for one measurement point as requested by later clicking of the Average <n> Samples
button. The valid range of settings is from 1 to 8192. Measurements are taken at the rate of
approximately ten (10) per second, so the resulting measurement time is about one-tenth of this
value.

This parameter provides for an additional level of noise rejection which can improve the quality
of measurements, especially useful during calibration. This is particularly true when noise or
instability exists in the stimulus being applied, for example due to speed instability of the servo
controller on a rate table.
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Real-Time Stripchart Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Checkbox On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Any tab/Stripchart frame Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✔ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Real-Time Stripchart checkbox enables the low-speed acquisition and display of channel
data in order to verify basic instrument and sensor operation.

Main Tab Display
When the Main tab is selected, all channels are charted with a Y-axis labeled as the raw
measurement in counts. The text display just below the stripchart shows the following:

<counter>  <rate>  <timespan>

Where:
     <counter> 32-bit measurement counter since the stripchart was last enabled
     <rate> approximate sample rate for the stripchart
     <timespan> approximate span of time shown on the stripchart

Channel Tab Display
When any individual channel tab is selected, only the selected channel is charted with the Y-axis
labeled in output units if the PC settings match the instrument, otherwise the Y-axis is labeled in
raw measurement counts. The text display just below the stripchart shows the following:

[<output units>]  <counts hex>  <counts>  <counts avg>

Where:
     <output units> channel measurement in output (engineering) units

(included only when the PC settings match the instrument)
     <counts hex> channel measurement in raw counts shown in hexadecimal
     <counts> channel measurement in raw counts shown in decimal
     <counts avg> channel measurement in raw counts shown in decimal

averaged over the last number of measurements set by the
Readings per Measurement setting
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Receive Telemetry Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Mode Selection button On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✘

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

Receive Telemetry is used to receive the signals from a configured, installed and activated
instrument. To use this mode, you must have a receiver that can output the telemetry signal in
RS232 or RS485 attached to the PC com port. Use On-Line Configuration mode, Create
Application File, and Activate mode to configure and activate the instrument. To use this mode
select Receive Telemetry mode in the About/Setup... dialog box. Also in About/Setup... Dialog
box, select the correct Default Instrument. Press the Receive Telemetry button, the select and
Read the application file saved while in the configure mode. Use the Begin Reception button to
start receiving data. The data is subsampled and displayed on the strip chart. To stop receiving
data press the Stop Reception button. To save the data to disk check Store Data check box before
starting reception.

When configuring the instrument for this mode, the encoding should be set to RS-485. The Bit
Rate corresponds to the PC baud rate.
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Reports... Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✘

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✔ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Reports command button brings up the Reports form which allows selection of various
device reports as follows:

On the bottom of the Reports form are the various reports selections that are available. Each
report will display the associated information for the current settings written into the attached
instrument. See the section for each control name for details on each report.
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RS485 Address Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✔ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✔ ✘

This entry allows either of the following:

1 When in Idle mode, this entry selects the instrument to be communicated with. The
setting of 1st indicates that ICU should try all addresses starting with address 1 and
continuing through address 62, then connecting to the first instrument found. Initially, the
only selection is 1st, but after the first scan, ICU then lists all instruments found.

2 When in any other mode other than Idle, other existing instruments found on the RS485
bus are listed and may be selected for connection, but other addresses where instruments
have not been found are listed preceded by an equal sign, indicating that these selections
will cause the current instrument address to be changed.

Reassigning instrument addresses allows up to 62 instruments to be connected to a single
computer. When instrument addresses are changed (by selecting one of the items from the
drop-down list that is preceded by an equal sign), a dialog box will pop-up to ask for the operator
to confirm the action.
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Run Calibration Script Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✘

Main form/Channel tab Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Run Calibration Script command button begins a process of leading the operator through a 
step-by-step calibration procedure as directed by a text file script stored in the application 
directory. The script file commands are interpreted by ICU, allowing such operations as 
displaying images, displaying textual instructions, waiting for operator input, taking 
measurements, etc. Call Measurement Specialties for detailed information on script writing 
commands and syntax. 

The Run Calibration Script button is visible only when a channel tab has been selected, and
then is only enabled when the Calibration Script File selection has been set to a value other
than <none>.

The benefit of a calibration script is to ensure a consistent calibration procedure since the
calibration process is directed by the script.
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S/N Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List Box on Main tab of Main form On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Telemetry Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The S/N list box is part of the telemetry settings configuration. When set to any setting other than
OFF, this parameter specifies the word length to be inserted into the telemetry frame for
indicating the instrument serial number.

For this purpose, the instrument S/N is taken to be the trailing numeric digits of the actual
10-character serial number string. For example, an instrument with serial number 0990A00056
would be considered to have an S/N of 56.

Word lengths that do not contain enough bits to represent the current instrument serial number
are not available (they are automatically removed from the drop-down list).
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Script / 2bScript Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Notes frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✔ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Script is a hexadecimal listing of a small program that can be loaded into the instrument. 
This program can then be executed by issuing serial commands to the instrument. This is an 
advanced feature, contact Measurement Specialties for more information.
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Sensor Data Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✘

Main form/Channel tab/Sensor Data Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Popup menu Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Sensor Data textbox is used to enter, edit and view any additional sensor data. Currently
this is limited to the alignment data for triaxial accelerometers. This box can be viewed by right
clicking on the Cal Measurements caption, then clicking on the Sensor Data item in the popup
menu.

The alignment data is entered with the following format:

ALS,Axis1,Axis2,Axis3
where: AL signifies alignment data

S is the Sensor number (for example 2 for A2, note: this is not the channel number)
Axis1 the reading along Axis 1 normalized to 1
Axis2 the reading along Axis 2 normalized to 1
Axis3 the reading along Axis 3 normalized to 1

For example the alignment string for A2 might be:
AL2,-0.00510,0.99978,0.02027

Each channel shows the alignment data for it's sensor only if it is available.  This data can be read
from the sensors by changing channels, or is also available on the Calibration Report.

To toggle back to Cal Measurements text box, right click on the Sensor Data caption and then
click on the Sensor Data item in the popup menu.
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Set File Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Record keeping Output File On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✘

Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✔ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Set File is a standard ASCII text file that records all instrument settings at the following
times:

1 Each time and instrument connection is made by ICU.

2 When any changes are written to the instrument.

The Set File is named using the file naming conventions (see Files). The directory to which the
file is written is the data directory (see Data Directory).

The intent of the Set File is to ensure that an accurate record is made of instrument settings
should they be needed at a later time for any reason. Note that Set Files are created by every user
or department that may handle an instrument. For example, Set Files may exist on cal lab
computers, configuration administrator computers, deployment department computers, etc.
Whenever an instrument configuration is in question, the Set Files normally available on these
machines may provide valuable help.
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Setup Factory Defaults Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

(Advanced Feature) Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Setup Factory Defaults command button reinitializes calibration and application
configuration settings exclusive of the calibration and activation passwords. Its purpose is to be
used as a recovery tool for instruments that have somehow become misconfigured or corrupted.
Like other changes, this command button does not affect the instrument immediately, but the
Write Values to Instrument command button must later be clicked, requiring that both the
calibration and activation passwords are known.

Note

Setup Factory Defaults does NOT change calibration nor
activation passwords.
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Source Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Input Select frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Source list box is used to select to data source for a channel.

The list selections include the following:

1 All available sensors built-in to an instrument, as listed in the Type field of the
Manufacturing report.

2 The output values from another channel, designated by a channel number such as CH1,
CH2, etc.

3 The fixed simulated input value specified by the RCAL Setting. This is chosen by
selecting RCAL in the drop-down list. This option is intended for diagnostic use or for
inserting fixed values into the output telemetry stream.

4 A fixed simulated zero input value. This is chosen by selecting ZERO in the drop-down
list. This option is intended for diagnostic or use in inserting zero values into the output
telemetry stream.

Note that all of the input source selections should be taken as pre-inversion (see Invert). Thus, if
the Invert checkbox is set, the sense for each of the Source selection will be inverted. For
example, selecting ZERO which would normally simulate a channel source of 0x0000
(hexadecimal) would result in an effective source of 0xFFFF (within 1 least significant bit).

Whenever a Source is changed such that units conversions are no longer valid for the channel,
the following operations are automatically performed and noted in the log window:

1 The Channel Units are set to match the new sensor calibration units.

2 The channel transfer function (Gain and Offset) is set for unity gain without any offset
adjustment.
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Startup Delay Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Main Parameters frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Startup Delay entry is enabled in Configure and Application modes, allowing the
specification of a delay between instrument power-up and activation of the instrument DSP,
telemetry, and FM transmitter. This control is only displayed for instruments supporting this
feature.

The delay is specified in the following format:

D:HH:MM:SS

Where D indicates days,  HH is hours, MM is minutes, and SS is seconds. The valid range of
settings is from 0:00:00:00 to 3:07:32:11. The first field of any entry may exceed its normal
modulus and will be interpreted correctly, thus all of the following are equivalent:

1:03:05:09
27:05:09
1625:09
97509

Upon entry, values are re-displayed after rounding to the resolution of the instrument timer
(increments of 4.369 seconds). Timer accuracy is better than 0.01% (equivalent to a maximum
timing error of about 9 seconds per day).

After instrument power is applied (or power switch closed), the instrument stays in a low power
mode until 13.1 seconds before the programmed delay expires, at which time the instrument is
fully powered and the FM transmitter is turned ON (if enabled). For this last 13.1 seconds, the
function defined by the Aux Pin (either self-test for IN ST-L or RCAL for IN RCAL-L) is
activated. This allows for a brief period of diagnostic operation and the start of telemetry
transmission.

Since SI instruments have different battery configurations, the user must consider available 
battery capacity when setting the Startup Delay value. If you have any doubt about the useful 
range of settings for your particular instrument, please contact Measurement Specialties for 
assistance.

When ICU connects to an instrument currently experiencing a startup delay, a dialog box
indicating the delay time remaining is presented and ICU allows the option to cancel the delay or
abort the instrument connection.
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65210A Example
As an example of the usage of the Startup Delay parameter, consider the 65210A instrument
which has the following characteristics:

Approximate power current in startup delay mode 0.070A
Approximate power current when active with FM transmitter 0.425A
Nominal capacity of internal lithium ion battery 1.400Ah

In this case, the estimated delay and active times with fully charged new batteries are:

Available Active Time

Startup Delay
Internal 

Battery Only
Internal + Flanged

2-Battery Pack
Internal + Cylindrical

4-Battery Pack
0:00:00:00 0:03:17:39 0:09:52:56 0:16:28:14

0:01:00:00 0:03:07:46 0:09:43:04 0:16:18:21

0:02:00:00 0:02:57:53 0:09:33:11 0:16:08:28

0:03:00:00 0:02:48:00 0:09:23:18 0:15:58:35

0:04:00:00 0:02:38:07 0:09:13:25 0:15:48:42

0:05:00:00 0:02:28:14 0:09:03:32 0:15:38:49

0:06:00:00 0:02:18:21 0:08:53:39 0:15:28:56

0:07:00:00 0:02:08:28 0:08:43:46 0:15:19:04

0:08:00:00 0:01:58:35 0:08:33:53 0:15:09:11

0:09:00:00 0:01:48:42 0:08:23:00 0:14:59:18

0:10:00:00 0:01:38:49 0:08:14:07 0:14:49:25

0:11:00:00 0:01:28:56 0:08:04:14 0:14:39:32

0:12:00:00 0:01:19:04 0:07:54:21 0:14:29:39

0:13:00:00 0:01:09:11 0:07:44:28 0:14:19:46

0:14:00:00 0:00:59:18 0:07:34:35 0:14:09:53

0:15:00:00 0:00:49:25 0:07:24:42 0:14:00:00

0:16:00:00 0:00:39:32 0:07:14:49 0:13:50:07

0:17:00:00 0:00:29:39 0:07:04:56 0:13:40:14

0:18:00:00 0:00:19:46 0:06:55:04 0:13:30:21

0:19:00:00 0:00:09:53 0:06:45:11 0:13:20:28

0:20:00:00 0:06:35:18 0:13:10:35

1:00:00:00 0:05:55:46 0:12:31:04

1:04:00:00 0:05:16:14 0:11:51:32

1:08:00:00 0:04:36:42 0:11:12:00

1:12:00:00 0:03:57:11 0:10:32:28

1:16:00:00 0:03:17:39 0:09:52:56

1:20:00:00 0:02:38:07 0:09:13:25

2:00:00:00 0:01:58:35 0:08:33:53

2:04:00:00 0:01:19:04 0:07:54:21

2:08:00:00 0:00:39:32 0:07:14:49

2:12:00:00 0:06:35:18

2:16:00:00 0:05:55:46

2:20:00:00 0:05:16:14

3:00:00:00 0:04:36:42

3:04:00:00 0:03:57:11

3:07:30:00 0:03:22:35
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Stimulus Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text entry box On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✘

Main form/Channel tab Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Stimulus text entry box is used in Calibration mode to specify the applied stimulus prior to
measurement by clicking the Average n Samples command button. The value specified must be
in the units indicated in parenthesis next to the Stimulus label, which are the same as the channel
output units configured as application settings.

Normally, the calibration process requires applying two or more distinct stimuli and taking
measurements at each. The measurement points are later analyzed and calibration coefficients are
calculated by clicking the Calculate Input Sensor Cal Values command button.
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Stop Reception Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✘

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Stop Reception command button terminates decoding the signal coming the receiver
attached to the PC Com Port.  After termination, the file conversion processing begins and the
button changes to Data Convert Abort, allowing the operator to terminate the conversion
processing. The conversion processes the acquired binary data file into hexadecimal (.hex) and
delimited text (.txt) files which can more easily be used by other post-processing programs.

The Stop Reception button is always highlighted in yellow to indicate that it must be clicked to
terminate the ongoing acquisition operation.
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Store Data Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Check  box On-Line Configuration Configure ✘ ✘

Main form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✔ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

If Store Data is checked, then when Begin Reception is started the received data is saved to a
disk file.
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Sync Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List Box on Main tab of Main form On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Telemetry Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Sync list box is part of the telemetry settings configuration. This parameter specifies the
length of sync word used at the start of each telemetry frame when Encoding is set to any of
NRZ-L, BIPHASE-L, RNRZ-L, or RBIPHASE-L. The sync pattern use is per the
IRIG-106-01 standard and is listed in the telemetry report.
 When Encoding of RS-485 is selected, in revisions of ICU prior to 2.0, a specialized dynamic
synchronization field of 16-bits  is used. In ICU revision 2.0 and higher the standard IRIG-106
sync is used. 
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Telemetry Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Checkbox On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✘

Reports form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✔ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Telemetry checkbox is available on the Reports form to add the instrument telemetry
configuration data to the report. To ensure that the report is accurate, the PC configuration should
match the instrument (i.e. the Write Values to Instrument button must not be yellow). An
example of a Telemetry report is as follows:
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The items on the Telemetry report are as follows:
Telemetry Encoding Specifies the encoding format used for telemetry

(see Encoding).

Frame Byte Ct Specifies the total byte count per each minor frame,
including sync word.

Minor/Major Fr Specifies the number of minor frames per each major frame
when sub-commutation is used. A value of zero indicates
that no sub-commutation is specified.

PCM b/s Specifies the configured telemetry bit rate (see Bit Rate).

Frames/sec Specifies the minor frame rate resulting from the current
telemetry frame configuration.

Wd # Specifies the sequential word number in the telemetry
frame. In this context, a word is an telemetry frame item of
any size. When a word is sub-commutated, there will be
multiple entries at the same word position. The sync word
is numbered as zero.

CCTR Specifies the sub-commutation counter value that
corresponds to the specified entry. An asterisk (*) indicates
that the specified entry is available for all sub-commutation
counter values, i.e. the word is not sub-commutated.

Sz Specifies the size in bits of the associated word.

Frame Bit Pos Specifies the lower and upper bit range for the associated
word. The range is inclusive of the bit endpoints. Bit 1 is
the first bit of the synchronization word.

Item Specifies the data output at the specified word position. If
the word is sub-commutated, the data is output only when
the commutation counter (CCTR) has the value indicated
on the same line. When not sub-commutated, the data is
output on every frame. The item descriptor uses the
Channel Name, except for the following special items:

     CCTR - sub-commutation counter (see Comm ID)

     CRC - cyclic redundancy check (see CRC)

     FCTR - frame counter (see Frame Counter)

     SYNC - synchronization word ( see Sync)

     PAD - pad bits ( see PAD)

     SN - Serial number ( see S/N)

Gain Specifies the gain to be applied to interpret the output data.
Factor is in engineering units per count to be applied before
the offset.

Offset Specifies the offset to be applied to interpret the output
data. Value is in engineering units to be applied after the
Gain.
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Units Specifies the units that will result after applying gain and
offset values, although is used for supplemental
information when the Item is as follows:

     CCTR - modulus of the commutation counter

     CRC - simply indicates value is CRC-16

     FCTR - modulus of the sub-commutation counter

     SYNC - lists the actual sync word in hexadecimal

The remainder of the Telemetry report lists an annotated version of the TMATS report when
encoding other than RS-485 is specified.

The following are listed in the Channel Data Rates table
Telemetry  Report -Channel Data Rates

Ch # Sequential channel number

Name Specifies the assigned output name for the channel, which
may be different than the Src. The actual name on a
TMATS report will be this name prefixed by an optional
TMATS ID. (See Channel Name and  TMATS ID).

Average data rate
(readings/ second)

The rate this channel is sent in the telemetry stream, It may
vary from channel to channel because of subcommutation
or supercommutation.
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Telemetry Enable Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Checkbox On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Telemetry Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

(Advanced Feature) Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Telemetry Enable checkbox is only available when Advanced Features are enabled. This
control enables the telemetry processing subsystem within an instrument. Normally, this control
is always left enabled, but may be disabled if telemetry is not being used or for other diagnostic
purposes. A warning will pop-up to remind an operator when writing a configuration without
enabling this control.

Disabling telemetry saves power that would be wasted if the telemetry output is not being used.
Typically, the power savings are less than 10% within the instrument, but may be greater
depending upon the external devices connected to the telemetry output.

The telemetry subsystem is required for any of the following:

1 FM transmitter is used (when included within an instrument). This typically uses the
built-in IRIG-106 encoding for data transmission.

2 High-speed acquisition is used via the High Speed Acquire command button. This uses
the RS-485 version of telemetry.

3 External transmitters are used by setting the Aux Pin selection to OUT TELEM. This
allows any type of external transmitter to be used by connecting their modulation inputs to
the Aux pin.
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Telemetry Word Bits Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Output Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Telemetry Word Bits list box is used to specify the number of bits to be output for a
channel in the telemetry frame. Available word lengths will be listed based upon the capabilities
of the instrument.

Using different word sizes for different data makes it possible to have different data resolution
for different channels in the output telemetry stream.
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Telemetry Word Position Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
List box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Output Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Telemetry Word Position list box is used to specify the output word position of a channel
in the telemetry frame.

Selections are as follows:

1 OFF may be specified to indicate that the channel is not output in the telemetry frame.

2 Numbers indicate that the channel value is to be output into the corresponding word
position, with 1 corresponding to the first word position following the sync. If a word
position is the same as that specified for another channel, then all channels with the same
word position are sub-commutated within that word position. Word positions may be
skipped, as empty word positions are automatically removed from the resulting telemetry
frame. 

It may be observed that the above simple rules allow for reasonable flexibility in specifying the
order of channels in the telemetry frame as well as the number and groupings of commutated
channels.
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TMATS Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Checkbox On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✘

Reports form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✔ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The TMATS checkbox is available on the Reports form to add the instrument Telemetry
Attributes Transfer Standard (TMATS) configuration information to the report. This report is
available when Encoding is set to NRZ-L, BIPHASE-L, RNRZ-L, and RBIPHASE-L. To
ensure that the report is accurate, the PC configuration should match the instrument (i.e. the
Write Values to Instrument button must not be yellow).

The TMATS information is also provided in an annotated form with the Telemetry report, but
the TMATS report generates a computer-readable condensed version that is easily transferred to
other facilities or individuals involved with decoding the received telemetry data.

An example of a TMATS report is as follows:
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TMATS ID Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text Box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Main tab/Telemetry Settings frame Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✔

* Idle ✘ ✘

The TMATS ID text box specifies an identifier used to prefix all channel names on the TMATS
report for the instrument, thus allowing unique channel names for all channels in a
multi-instrument test where data might be collected into a central telemetry base station. The
entry may be left blank when no prefix is desired.

The length of the TMATS ID should be as follows:

1 Four (4) characters or less when sub-commutation has been configured (see Telemetry
Word Position) to comply with the IRIG specification which restricts the subframe ID
counter to eight (8) characters (the commutation counter default name is CCTR). Note
that this has been increased to 32 characters in the IRIG-106-01 revision, so this leaves 28
characters for the TMATS ID.

2 When no sub-commutation is employed, the TMATS ID plus the length of the longest
channel name should be less than 32 characters.  This calculation must consider the
fixed-named telemetry items of SN, CRC, FCTR, and PAD if any are enabled. If
channels names are 4 characters or less, this leaves up to 28 characters for the TMATS ID
in this case.
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Units Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Checkbox On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✘

Reports form Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✔ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✔ ✘

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Units checkbox is available on the Reports form to add the units configuration data to the
report. This report includes both ICU built-in units and user-defined instrument units that are
stored within the instrument. An example of a Units report is as follows.
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Units Conversion Calibration Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Checkbox On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Units Conversion Meas frame Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Units Conversion Calibration checkbox is displayed when:

1 The displayed channel uses user units to convert from calibration units to output units.

2 There are no pending changes to be made to the instrument (i.e. the current displayed PC
settings must match the instrument).

Enabling the checkbox allows subsequent automatic calibration of user units conversion factors
used by the currently displayed channel. The procedure for automatic calibration is as follows:

1 Enable the Units Conversion Calibration checkbox. This should cause all of the
following to be displayed:

a. Units Conversion Calibration text box

b. Calculate Units Conversion Values command button.

c. Stimulus text box.

2 Repeat the following steps for as many known stimulus values as desired:

a. Apply a stimulus to the sensor and enter its value in the Stimulus textbox.

b. Click the Average n Samples command button to take a measurement. The
measurement result will be logged into the Units Conversion Calibration text
box.

3 When all desired measurements have been taken, click the Calculate Units Conversion
Values command button. This will pop-up a dialog to confirm the change to the units
conversion table.

When finished the units conversion table may be viewed or edited by clicking on the Channel
Units command button. Also the complete units conversion table may be displayed or printed
using the Reports command button and then selecting Units.
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Units Conversion Measurements Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Text box On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form/Channel tab/Units Conversion Meas frame Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✔

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✘ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Units Conversion Measurements text box can be used to enter a series of measurement
pairs in the comma-separated format for the purpose of later allowing ICU to perform a
regression analysis for the purpose of adjusting units conversion values previously entered in the
user units conversion table (See Channel Units command button). The pairs are as follows:

<stimulus>, <measurement>

where:

<stimulus>    = a known NIST-traceable applied stimulus
specified in channel output units

<measurement> = measurement of applied stimulus value
specified in channel output units

As many measurement pairs as desired can be entered into this text box, with as many duplicate
stimulus values as desired. If only one stimulus point is tested, however, then the gain calibration
coefficient cannot be calculated and only the offset is adjusted.

This text box may have its contents manually entered or edited, however, measurement pairs are
normally added to this box by clicking the Average n Samples button after applying and
specifying a stimulus value in the Stimulus entry box.

When units conversion values and instrument measurements are ideal, the <measurement>  
values always equal the <stimulus>. In this case, the regression analysis will yield a gain of
unity (1) with an offset of zero (0) and no adjustment of the user units conversion parameters will
be performed.
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Write Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form (top of form) Create Application File(s) Application ✔ ✔

Activate and/or Load Configuration File(s) Activate ✘ ✘

Calibration Calibrate ✘ ✘

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Write button is visible only in Application and Configure modes. Clicking causes the
current ICU application settings to be written to the file specified by the File (.app) box.

Note that the .app extension is always assumed when writing files, although the extension may
also be explicitly specified. Writing files with extensions other than .app are not permitted.

Files may be written with any names, but only files with names that correspond to an
instrument's serial number can be automatically loaded in Activate mode. For example a file
named as XLT09102.app can be used in Activate mode for the instrument with the serial
number 1053A09102.  See Files for details on how files are named.
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Write Values to Instrument Program Function Setting Mode Tab Set Use
Command button On-Line Configuration Configure ✔ ✔

Main form (lower part of form) Create Application File(s) Application ✘ ✘

Activate and/or Load Application File(s) Activate ✔ ✔

Calibration Calibrate ✔ ✔

Calibration Monitor ✘ ✔

Receive Telemetry Receive ✘ ✘

* Idle ✘ ✘

The Write Values to Instrument button causes the all the current settings to be written to the
instrument, becoming its nonvolatile power-up state. The configuration is checked prior to
writing and the operator is alerted to any errors or warnings.

Passwords are required in order to modify instrument application or calibration settings
according to the following table.

Mode
Settings
Modified

Password
Required

Password
Entry Method

Activate Application Activation From File

Application Application1 Activation Prompted

Calibrate Calibration Calibration Prompted

Configure Application Activation Prompted

Calibration2 Calibration Prompted

Note 1: Eventually modifies application settings when file is used to write
to instrument in Activate mode.

Note 2: Calibration parameters can only be modified in Configure mode
using Setup Factory Defaults.

The above table basically shows that the calibration password is required to modify calibration
parameters, whereas the activation password is required to modify application parameters.

Whenever the password prompt dialog is displayed, it provides an option for changing passwords
whenever the current password is known.

The Write Values to Instrument command button is highlighted with a yellow background
whenever settings have been changed that have not yet been written to the instrument. In other
words, the yellow background indicates that the current settings shown on the menus do not
match the instrument connected. When the displayed setting match, the button is shown with a
standard gray background.
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